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ROBBED

Would Have Gone to New Reports of Burnt Ranch Build
ings Is Not Credited by
York to Assist Hearst
Authorities.
But Thought His

success welTassured
mans,

CIS

HE WANTED

FOR

CHARITIES

and Pockets Began on Race Course But
Gave Large Sums to Hos- -'
Found Dead
pltal For Poor.
In Bank Vault.

Skull Crushed
Rlfled-Cash- ler

UTE CHIEF IS DEPOSED

WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
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WEALTHY MAN
fcOWNTV
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Ths Evening Citizen, In Advance, $5 per year.
Delivered by Carrier, 60 cent per month.
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BAD BOY PLAYS
AND

POW-WO- W

Letter Written to Bird Coler. BorS Government Train of Supplies
Raided By Red Skins and Moveough President Brooklyn, and
ment of Troops Stopped.
by Him Published.

LONDON CASTS OUT PARTY

BANDIT

NEARIHOSES

LIFE

CAUSING HIGI I TAX RATE

Man Wanted For Murder of Mrs. Woman Who Carried Off Russia's
Money Was a Jewess-CaptuLeslie Has Been .Caught But
But Money Mot Found.
Denies Any Complicity.
red

V

York. Nov. 2. Williain
baa written a letter to Bird S.
hnrmieh nresident of Brooklyn,
adorsiaj; tue candidacy of William R.
Hearst lor governor, isryau a ienci
was as follows:
"My Dear Mr. Coler: I am very
anxious to see Mr. Hearst elected and
would have come to New York to help
him it I thought that an outside
bikuW would have been of assist
ance. From Indications, however, he
u irolnsr tn win as he ought to do. If
I have any friends there 1 want them
BRYAN."
to vote for him.
Rrvan wrote as nuoted In a person
al letter to Coler, dated Madison, 111.,
and received October 1. Portions of
thr. letter not given were of a per
Coler telegraphed to
sonal nature.
Bryan and secured his authority to
make this nortion of the letter Pub
lic. In giving out the letter Mr. Coler
said it should be enough lor all me
democrats in the state.
New

PLENTY OF CRANBBERRIES
FOR THANKSGIVING DAY
Minnesota, Minn., Nov. 2. The an
nual crop of cranberries is now almost
harvested and it would be safe to esti
mate the full crop of the United States
this season at l,400,ouo bushels, of
which 400,000 bushels will he needed
The earliest
for Thanksgiving day.
crop comes from Cane Cod, where the
in the
berry was first cultivated
The picking began
United States.
early in September and will last until
hard frost sets in. . In the middle
states and west the crop is not so
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne
early.
sota and 'Iowa are cranberry states
and have good crops this season. One
city alone New York uses 000.000
bushels every year.
Producers this
year will make about $5 per barrel,
while the consumer will perhaps have
to pay eight cents per quart for the
berries.
FOX HUNTING SEASON
ON IN MASSACHUSETTS
Leesburg. Mass., Nov. 2. Miss V.
I. Inman, of New York, who was tendered the use of the stables by Westmoreland Davis, master of the fox

hounds of the 1mdon club, has opened
The
the fox bunting season here.
hunting quarters and stables are at
.May field farm, purchased by Miss
well
who has installed thirty-fivtrained hunters and thirty couples of
hounds. Foxes are very plentiful in
the neighborhood and capital sport is
expected during the winter months.
Roberts Coteswerth, huntsman for Mr.
A. HiggeiiKon, master of the Middlesex
Hunt club of Massachusetts, baa completed arrangements for the nnnual
hunt
of the club.
The Itoudon
hounds will hum this season at Lees-bure

g.
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BERNALILLO

COUNTY

Sheridan. Wyo'., Nov. 2 A corres
pondent in the Held denies positively
that there has been a clash between
the Cheyennes and the soldiers. The
Fort Keogn troops are patrolling Ton
gue river vllley, between Birney and
Asnland, and have not seen any Chey
ennes. Col. Augur left Birney today
for Ashland.
Reports of the burning of the ranch
building at the O W ranch are not
ci edited. Ute Chief Appar is reported
as deposed by his tribe, because he
favored a Pow wow with the troops.
It is said that he was supplanted by
Black Whiskers and Red Cap, who
favored union with the Chtyennes and
the offering of resistance. American
Horse, an Indian scout, employed by
the government, will take part In a
conference between the Indians and
the soldiers this afternoon.

Pittsburg, Nov. 2. The body of A.
J. Millen, a manufacturer' agent,
said to be wealthy, was found in a
field near his home today. That be
had been murdered and robbed was
evident, as his head was crushed and
his pockets had been rilled. A gold
watch and several diamonds were also
missing.
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CASHIER'S DEATH MAY
HAVE BEEN ACCIDENTAL
Salem, lnd., Nov. 2. Charles E.
Williams, bookkeeper of the Citizens'
bank and acting cashier, was found
dead In the vault of the bank today.
A load of shot from 'a Rhotgun
had
penetrated his heart. The gun was
kept In the bank vault and it Is be
lieved that 'Williams accidentally dls- cnarged it.
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Where, O where, are you going my pretty maid?
To hand this pesky goat a lemon, sir, she said.

Raid Government Supply Train.

BAD BOY MEETS HIS
VERY JUST REWARD
Hartford City.. Ind., Nov. 2. A 1G- year-ol- d
boy, Ben Anderson, last
night with a number of companions",
sought to hold up In wild west style
an Interurban car south of here. Dis

RECORD OF REFORMERS
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"Reformer's"

$95,942.90

Year 1906,

"Reformer

$106,027.26
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FAIR PLAY AND CHALLENGES

Irish-Americ-

1

Journal-Demo-Fusio-

g

The jury failed to agree in tne case
of the territory versus Heat rice Ro
mero Chave. charged with perjury.!
whic'i
'r'."' yesterday.

CHURCH AND STATE
Parl3, Nov. 2. A prelate of highi
rank, name not given, is quoted in th
press today as saying that the Pope
will reject the decision of the council
of state, rendered October 31, by
which, under the law of 1881, meetings organized by private individuals,
for the purpose of worship will be recognized as legal after December 11,
when the church and state separation
law will formally go into effect. Tho
prelate added that the Pontiff would
never recognize that the functions of
religion can assume the character of
public meetings.

So-Calle-

i

The cane ot the territory versos J.
B. Ruthvrf.uvj, charged with vmlieziel-infunds from the State Life Insurance company of Indiana, Is occupying
the attention of the court today.
The defendant is alleged to have
collected monies for policies in said
company while acting as its manager
in New Mexico, which he falkd to
turn over. The grand Jury of last
.March found thirteen
Indictments
against Rutherford under the guidance of Distric t Attorney Clancv. The
present oase is being tried on the last
count. The law firm of Klock & Owen
appear for the defense, while District
Attorney Clancy is assisted by T. N.
Wilkerson. who appears as attorney
for the insurance company. The case
is exciting some little Interest as the
defendant now represent the Capital
I.ife Insurance company of Colorado
and Is one of the most popular as well
as suces.ful life insurance men In the
territory. Witnesses are present for
various parts of the territory to testily as to Che transactions from which
rtsult the alleged Irregularities.
Probably the first time since the
coming of Judge Abbott to the territory the court rebuked the district Ht.
torney this afternoon for the
of cases before coming Into court, much to the discomfort or
the district attorney. Mr. Clancy had
summoned Samuel Plckard from the
First National bank to prove some
point of law, which the witness was
incompetent to do. The court demurof
red ut the
the
ease, and regardless of the apologies
if the district attorney, said that if
i ho case was not ready for trial, the
court would let It go over.
"There i., too much preparation of
casts in tbis court. That is not wha'
the cour' :.-- for it's for the trial or
eases."

FRANCE'S TROUBLE OVER
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JUDGE ABBOTT SCORES DISTRICT
ATTORNEY CLANCY FOR

lrg

Further details of the raiding of the
WEAVER
government supply train bound for the
camp of the Tenth and Sixth cavalry
from Arvada, characterized It as a
RE-PUSvicious piece of work evidently planCODE BACK
guised as highwaymen and mounted LONDON DEFEATS PARTY
ned by the older heads of the Ute
OF HIGHER TAXES)
tribe. According to the driver, Jas.
on horseback, they rushed out In
Londoa, Nov. 2. The triennial elecForgen, no Indians were la Bight until
front of the car with shouts of "Halt!" tions
of the London borrough councils
a bunch of about 100 mounted men
PARTY
Anderson was the leader, and guid have resulted
In an overwhelming victaxpayer should not overlook the record made
ing his horse onto the track, demand' tory
suddenly dashed out of a defile in the
for the reformers, who in some.
hills and quickly surrounded him.
ed that the motorman throw up his borrouglis
,
money demanded of
tha
They made little noise outside of a by the alleged reformers.
hands. Instead, the motorman turned progressives.absolutely wiped out
'After ' several years of
more
on
current.
The
car
few sharp yells in the nature of comthe
struck
d
Says
Reformers Are horse, killing It instantly and serious- progressive regime, during which It
mands,- and while several Indians kept the taxpayers of Bernalillo county, it goes like this:
ly Injuring the rider, who rolled off la contended that taxes increased to
Forgen under their rifles, the others
Worse Than Any 'Old
figures in consequence of
the track Just in time to escape being abnormal
rifled the wagon train of 3.000 pounds Republican Year 1904,
:
:
$64,857.99
:
huge expenditures, including palatial
crushed under the wheels.
of flour, the sacks of which were
Bosses, so Charged.
houses, Turkish baths for workLater The story Is pronounced un- work
strapped to the Indian horses. They
men who old not use them, and club
Year 1905, : : :
true.
The result of the
then disappeared.
houses and other similar luxuries. The
raid is that the troopers are in need
GOOD LESSON, FOR HONEST,
borrough councils are once again tha
r.HiRnro with MimnrRiMft
and operations looking to. the chase
' .
WOMAN BUT DENIfcV grsA's stntaghoriiiiOTjru'yJJkri.
of the Uteg are practically at a stand:
ALBUQUERQUE REFORMERS
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 2. A tele- JEW GIRL ARRESTED ON
still until supplies can be had. The
Utes have completely outw'jl the
phone message from Wausau, Wis.,
CHARGE OF GETTING MONEY
military and are now reported back
These sums were demanded for county purposes alone. Philadelphia, Nov. 2. Mayor Weav' Bays: Leonard Leopold, wanted at London,
Nov. 2. A dispatch from
in Wyoming ou Little Powder river.
Chicago
murin
connection with the
er announced today that he has re
St. Petersburg says that the woman
Now, if you elect those alleged reformers next Tuesday, turned
Mrs.
ot
Leslie,
was
an
der
actress,
to the republican fold. Since
who escaped with. $188,000 of stolen
BATTLESHIP MAINE DUE AT
renouncing allegiance to the republi- arrested at Wasau. The dispatch says money from the treasury wagon, Ocwill demand of the taxpayers, for county purposes can
Leopold
adBROOKLYN NAVY YARD they
confessed.
that
Leopold
ago
eighteen
organization
months
tober 27, has been arrested but the
New York, Nov. 2. The battleship in 1907
he has been actively Interested In the mitted his Identity hut denied any money was not recovered.
She la
Maine, the flagship of Rear Admiral
connection
as
with the murder of Mrs. described as a Jewess.
local reform organization known
Evans, is due at the Brooklyn navy
Leslie.
He said that after the crime
the city party. Today he repudiates
yard for her annuul overhaul. The
that party and accuses Us leaders ot had been committed, Nicholas, who ITALY SENDS SCIENTIFIC
is
Missouri will go to Boston and the
also
under arrest at Chicago for
conducting a political game with
EXPEDITION TO BENDAIR
Kearsarge and Kentucky to the Norwhich he Is not in sympathy. He de the crime, came to him and asked
Rome, Nov. 2. The Italian govdispose
refolk yard. There will be no general
to
of
him
some diamonds. He ernment has decided to
clared that under the
a near
repairs on the Alabama, flagship of
formers the citv Is in danjjer of a went to a place on State street but expedition to Bendair of send
a scientific
fleet,
the
the
of
the second division
worse system of bosslsm than ever the pawnbroker threatened to calj tbs and polltloal character. One of the
Illinois, the Iowa and the Indiana,
police, and, he said: "I got out and main objects of the expedition, which
existed before.
next
torpedo
spring.
flotilla
The
until
have been getting ever since." It is will have the duke of Abruzzl as Its
STATISTICS
CONCERNING
The
has been detached from the fleet.
not likely that Leopold will make any head, will be to define the limits or
gunboat Yankton is at present in the
EXPORTS OF COTTON fight to avoid being taken bnck to the Italian
sphere of Influence In refNew Orleans, Nov. 2. Cotton
Brooklyn navy yard for the removal
Chicago..
erence to Abyssinia and British
of auxiliary boilers and other work.
from the southern tstates
Soraaliland. The expedition will start
for the past four years have reached NEW POETESS APPEARS
All the monitors have been placed in
Immediately;
reserve at the naval academy.
a total valuation of $1,460,717,393.
The
IN CITY OF PITTSBURG
From 1893 to 18Uti inclusive, the valuSouth Dakota, the new battleship, Is
Pittsburg,
Pa., Nov. 2. Uessie Glen COMPLETES MARKING OF
almost ready for trial on the Pacific
ation figures were $783,504,780, which Duchanan, a beautiful
CONFEDERATE GRAVES
was $t!77. 212,613 less man the first girl
coast, and it Is expected that the VerSandusky, Nov. 2. In accordance
of twenty, and a member of the
mont, which is being built at Quincy,1
total mentioned nnd show that the
of the Pittsburg Leader, hag Just with the bill introduced by Senator
Mass., will be ready for trial early
last quadrennial exports have almost staff
published a book of thirty-sevepoems Foraker and passed by congress, the
next month.
cotenormous value of
with pen and ink Illustrations at the Hon. William Elliott, United States
The morning paper undertakes to opinion and some of Hie Journal's doubled. The
ton to the south can b fairly esti- top and bottom of each page, bound commissioner for marking soldiers'
give assurances that this election will comment on it.
STATE CONVENTION OF
reply of the attorney general mated from such returns, and yet It in black silk and lettered in white. It graves, has Just completed marking
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES be fairly conducted, that challengers Is The
as plain and simple and to the point possesses more than 250,000,000 acres is artistic In make-u- p
as well as in the graves In the confederate cemeRichmond. Va., Nov. 2. The state from both sides will be permitted to
as his original opinion was. To mls- - suitable for cotton cultivation. When content. This charming young lit- tery on Johnson's Island. The cemeconvention of the Christian churches
the possibilities embraced in this postery was recentlv Durchased bv Rob
of Virginia which commenced on be present inside of the election construe that opinion coulci only be session are considered with the Iron, erary writer hag written 180 poems
years, which shows a ert Patten, of Cincinnati.
the
last
three
Monday, was brought to a close last booths on election day, in accordance done with deliberate Intent.
coal and mineral resource
that Hre surprising depth of thought in one so
Uoswell, N. M., Oct. 31, 190C.
night. There was a large attendance with the opinion of the attorney genMorning Journal, Albuquerque, N. M. now yielding to the touch of Industry, young.
Miss Duchanan is a grand WORK COMMENCED ON
at all the sessions and Important busi- eral. Will the
Each political party has tho un- - the future of the south seems assured. niece of Elizabeth Paterson, the celeNEW CANADIAN RAILROAD
ness in connection with missionary
good? The repub- doubted right to huve one cTiallenger ADVANCE IN
Vancouver City, Nov. 2. Work has
brated Daltlmore beauty, who was the
work, schools, etc., was transacted. combination make
THE COST OF
to
polls,
at
no
or
desire
outside
tho
have
licans
or
either
Inside
interest
wife
leen
of Jerome Itonapart.
commenced on the first sectiou
Amongst the ppeakcrs at the convenTIN PLATE MANUFACTURE
say who the judges shall be if the of the voting booths. They have not
of the Vancouver, Victoria and Easttion were A. McLcau. W. J. Wright election
Paterson. N. J., Nov. 2. Goods
to
inspect
the
at
accordance
the
the
ern,
in
be
shall
ballot
held
which
is to be built from the
rlht
made; from tin plate which includes JEWS AGAIN LEAVING
and Herbert Monnlnger, of Cincin- with the attorney general's opinion.
time it is cast, but may challenge the products
RUSSIA AT GREAT RATE coast eastward as a part of the Hill
nati: G. W. Buckley, Kansas City; J. They
of the American company und
in
square
voter;
qualifications
a
deal,
tho
of
that
do
demand
but
line
after
2.
Umilon, Nov.
intended to connect with interior
The Jewish exH. Mohorter, St. Ixiuis; Peter Ainslie
oilier companies., in the samo line
shall be accorded challengers, as the polls have closed and when the all
Columbia and the Great
and B. A. Abbott, Baltimore; F. I). they
of business, have been materially ad- odus from Russia by land and sea British
every votes are being counted the challengprovided,
in
both
parties
that
suddenly commenced again on a Northern branches to Eastern WashPower. Washington; Mrs. Ida W. precinct
vanced owing to the increased cunt of has
of
right
permitted
ers
the
have
be
citizens
the
all
largo
other
ington.
and
scale. Numbers aro sailing on
Another contract entered
Harrison. !xington, Ky., nnd Miss challengers present from
plate, also pig tin iiml pig lead.
the time the right to inspect I ho ballots as they are tin
Russian steamships for New York and into Is for an entirely new line beKlla Maddoek. Indiana.
Ii is from the two last products that
tween
first ballot is cast until the votes are being counted by tho Judges and snider
Philadelphia.
Blaine and West minister. This
These are principally
is made for tho manufacture of
W. C. REM),
counted. It Is up to the combination clerks.
CITY OF NEW YORK
capitalists and artisans who is known as the Boundary Bay Cut
cans
The increase applies to every- small
good.
following
Attorney
to
the
make
General.
is
The
IS SELLING STOCK
miles long
thing except packers, and prices of prefer to leave Russia before their off. It Is to be twenty-on- e
New York, Nov. 2. The city of New
which have not been decided on, as limited means are exhausted through and a part of the Vancouver, Victoria
the Increasing industrial depression. and Eastern system. The new lines
York is today selling $4,500,000 stock,
the season does not begin until Janu- Two
four millions of which win be for
will open up a splendid tract of
thousanad sailed this week.
ary.
In somo cases the advance Is
country.
municipal purposes and the other half GREAT COMPLAINT MADE SILVER KEEPS ITS GOOD equal to 25 per cent.
EXPERIMENTS
CONDUCTED
million for the water department.
IN CULTURE OF RICE RECIPROCITY BETWEEN THIS
The bonds will mature In 195B. InENGLISH SCIENTIST
Helena. Ark.. Nove. 2. Tho evneri.
terest on them will be paid on May 1
COUNTRY AND CANADA
VISITING
THIS
COUNTRY
ROUND PRICE
OF LAND OPENING
and November 1".
Pittsburg, Pa.. Nov. 2. At the anNew York. Nov. 2. Sir William ments conducted by the department
or
agriculture
in rice growing in this nual banquet of
IVrklu. the Euglish scientist, who
the German society
have turned out highly satisfacduring his stay in this country met state
tory. In land thut wm fmirwl utiMiilr. of Pittsburg In the Hotel Schenley.
ANA GREAF DIES
receptions from scienthis afternoon, the Hon. Rudolph
Washington, D. C, Nuv. 2. Tho di- with hearty In
Hawthorne, Nev., Nov. 2. Numer- Washington and else- able for all other crops ten acres of Lemleus, Kings county postmaster
societies
ous prospectors who failed to secure rector of the mint inday purchased tific
were
originally sown and the general of Canada, who favors reciwhere, visited Niagara
Falls with rice
OF
claims ou the Walker Lake Indian 100,000 ounces of i!er for delivery t
result was so satisfactory that this procity between
Perkln and his two daughters. year
the United States and
reservation are endeavoring to per- - at the Denver mint al 71 25 per fine The party
Montreal, Quebec, ized. upwards of 6,000 acres were util- Canada, spoke on that subject. The
feet an organization for the pnrpo' ounce and 6U.0O0 ounces for delivery and other visited
The crop this year averaged other speakers were
points
Canin
of
interest
the Hon. R. F.
to the au-- ' at Pniladelphia mint at 71 20.
to $50 the acre and next year It is Sutherland, K.
LAST OF SIX SISTERS TO SUC- ot making a formal protest TW
ada and returned to this city last $30
C, speaker of the
.1
i.i
cue . .hi '
mi U'...lkl..tnn
intended to double the acreage.
.uiufituu.
inoriiies
CUMB TO GREAT WHITE
Today
night.
degree
an
honorary
was
Canadian
house of commons; Mayor
endeavor to have the opening an- WH'TE STAR STEAMER
PLAGUE.
George W. Guthrie, Judge
conferred on Sir William by ColumJoseph
nulled on the ground thta it was not
BALTIC CATCHES FIRE bia college and in a few days he will PLANS BEING EXAMINED
Itifflngton.
Senator P. C. Knox and
Mrs. Anna E. Creuf, wife of Fred properly conducted.
FOR MONSTER BATTLESHIP
Loudon. Nov. 2 A dlt paten from go to Baltimore, where a similar honor
Congressman
Dalsell.
Mr. F. A- Washington. Nov. 2. The secretary
(ireaf, foreman la the boiler house of
Liverpool says thut a serious fire will be conferred upon him by John
president of the society,
the Santa Fe shops, died at her home SHORTAGE OF LABOR
of the navy and beads or tho naval
broke out today on the White Star Hopkins university.
presided,
and Mr. James I. Buchanan
departments are today examining the
this morning of tuberculosis. Three
IN TIMBER REGION steamer llaltlc. The fire was confined
plans for the new 20,000 ton battleship acted as toastmaster.
email children, the youngest of which
to hold No. 5, which was flooded.
a
Mont.,
2.
Nov.
Unless
Helena.
Is three months old, survive wih
recently authorized by congress. The
the few thousand men can be secured
UNKNOWN MEN
f TWOASSAULTED
husband.
naval bureaus, acting on Instructions, FINE ICE SKATING RINK
AND ROBBED
in the timber region of Great FORMER ACTOR IS NOW
to
work
IS N EARING COMPLETION
also submitted plans which will be
The Oreafs live In lhe Highlands Falls this winter there will be no
A CATHOLIC PRIEST
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Chicago.
Nov. 2. The flntwt"li- at 124 South Walter strtef. They
bidcompared
lit
wit
of
private
hose
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 2. The 4 Helen, N. M., Nov. 2. Two un- in the mills next summer. There
skating rink in the world is almost
ders.
came to Albuquerque from Newport worktwenty-seveknown native were held up here
a
L. Vaughn, once a Shakes-liareathe
mills
Rev.
Flathead
F.
in
are
complete here. It Is known as the
News. Vlnginia, a little over two years
last night nnd robbed of their
aetor, well known lu New
CLOSING OF LEAD PLANT
Ice Palace and was erertd at a mat
ago. A sister of .Mr. Great's who came lake district and not enough men to
logs for one month. At least York and lioston as "Larry Vaughan," f wags, which they had been
4
get
out
AT SALEM. MASSACHUSETTS of $300,000. The building is 375 feet
with them, died here last march.
paid earlier in the day. They m
luO, 000,000 feet cf lumber will have delivered a lecture before the TeachSalem, Mass., Nov. 2. The United long, iuu reet wide, with an Ice area
Mrs. tlrtaf Is the last of six sisters
to be cut before February 1st. ami to ers' club here tonight on "Sermons f resistrd the robbery end loth
States Lead company's mills at For- of 200x100. The seating capacity will
in her father's family to die of the secure
Flathead lumberFrom Shakesieare." Father Vuughan, f were assaulted and badly cut In
the
laborers
rest River are closed down. The For- oe o.uuu on me noor and 4,000 In the
dread white plague. The l.ody, which men have raised
the encounter which resulted.
uates to $40 a whose play, "Nance of Old Thunder,"
rest River ulant has been in rmeratiim balcony.
Arrangements hava twH-lis been prepared for burial by
A. month. The situaMon is described as will be produced in New Yoik this
The men are employed here in
over eighty years. It Is understood made for matches of Ice hockey with
ill lie shipped desperate and unless laborers (ait be season, is the only priest in America
Itorder. undertaker,
construction. The rob- railroad
that the erection of a large plant iu prominent Canadian teams. In sumto Newport News 'omorrow, where
secured every industry in the couniry who is authorized by Ida bishop t de- a hers have nut leen apprehended, m I'erth Amboy. N. J.. Is responsible for mer the building will be used for
1'i'iial will ia!; idace.
&
will suffer.
1 the closing of the old plant.
vote his time in r In- - lecture plutforru.
snows, conventions, etc.
I

DISTRICT COURT

London, Nor. 2. George Herring, a,
noted English ITkilantroplst, who ln
tha course of his life contributed
sums of money to hospitals and char- Ital.le enterprises, died today after am
operation for appendicitis. He ntad
his first money on the race course and!
subsequently became identified wltht
a large number of business
enterprises.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWC
several other small boy, Saturday
evening, says the Roswcll Record.
The Thompson boy, his brother,
Dnlton, Oarrtncr Walker and Herbert
raMUbe Dally art Weekly by
had taken some guns and gone
The Citizen Publishing Company Carter
to where Hayncs Burma was at work
on the Burma place, and being Joined
ttt tNatoffles far trnmlaatm throatf Um by him, went out In the road to ahoot
oo4 eteN matter
ill m
shootrabhlta. The older boy a
ing at a can In the road with a target
rifle, and left their shotgun stacked
against the little Thompson boy. One
of the shotguns leaning against hla
shoulder was accidentally discharged.
In the excitement of the shooting the
Paper
of Bernalillo County boys do not know how the gun hapOfflelaJ
City of Albuquerque.
pened to be cocked nor how It was
discharged.
The charge tore away
MChM rrwi AftoMM Dlipatcfcc.
the muscles and cap from the shoulder
Isrgwt City tn4 Cwnty ClrcvlitlM.
of the boy and shattered the bone, but
Ik Ltrrnt New Mole Clrcntitl.il.
ttrpvt North. Annul ClrrvlitlM. the lad plucklly withstood the shock
until brought to town and placed in
The surgeon In
the doctor's care.
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET charge thinks the arm can be saved.

WANTKI) CtKik and general housemaid. Address JJeut. 8tewart, Kort
Wlngnte, N. V
WANTETVGiil ''" RPtral housework. Inquire at "Hawley's on the
corner."
WAnTBI') A M"l baker, all around
Andresg
man, wants io.sitlon.
,
VoaH.jreiieral delivery.
at
uarber
flrstdass
A
WANTED
once at C. A- Baca's barlsT shop, on
Addreas
fiO per ci ni commission.

The Attention
of people needing medicine,
keeping a neat, clean,

THE PROGRAM FOR

GROWERS

by

West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
ticntlenien'a second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
clerk, must
A competent
VANTEI
speak English and Spanish and
cyne well recommended. CorresLos Clos
pond with Simon Neustadt,
l.unau.
WANTED To trade house and two
lots on South Second St., No. 724,
for property In Long Beach, Cal. Ad- Also
dress John Krlck, 431 East Second
Btreet, Long Betch, California.

supplying them promptly, accurately, and at a fair price,
with the best of everything in
our line.
By

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
ARIZONA CATTLE GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION
WILL CON- VENE IN PHOENIX

Highland

'

j

-

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Council
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
For Representatives
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

For County Commissioner
8EVERO 8ANCHEZ

J.

B. MAYO

Pharmacy
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
$C

$1.50 up
50c

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

Address, ".Much Needed legislation," by T. W. Tomllson, secretary

of the American National Live Stock
association.
NESTOR MONTOYA.
General discussion on nny and all
subjects pertaining to the Interests of
For Sheriff
B. F. COPP.
cattle growers of Arizona.
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
All cattlemen of Arizona and else- ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
where are urged to attend this meetFor Assessor
ing, as matters of grave importance
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
OFFICIAL MATTERS
to their Interests will come up for discussion.
For Treasurer and
Collector
C. ED. NEWCOMER
Postmaster Appointed.
Leonard P. Brink has been appointEVIDENCE OE REFINEMENT
For County School Superintendent
ed postmaster at Tohatehie, McKlnley
county.
J. A. MILLER
Notaries Public Aopointed,
says
truthfully
exchange
very
An
For Surveyor
following have been appointed
The
permanent
people
a
when
build
that
DON J. RANKIN
and .good sidewalks the evidence is notaries public by Go'rnor Hager-m:i- n
:
produced that in the first place the
For Constitutional Convention
Carl Harberg.
Cleveland.. Mora
town Is stable and the people have
Delegatea
confidence in It. in the next place it county; Otto Dieekniann, AlbuquerH. F. RAYNOLDS
Bryant H.
shows that the people have taste and que, Bernalillo county;
M. E. HICKEY
refinement, as shown by their build- Thompson, Ellda, Roosevelt county;
T. N. WILKERSON
ing up their property to the highest William R. McGill. L Ixinde, RooseT. C. GUTIERREZ
point of comfort and respectability. velt county; Ceclllo Rosenwald. Las
E. W. DOBSON
Nine in ten papers that come to our Vegas, San Miguel county; Jessie I.
complain of the Baldwin. Raton, Colfax county.
desk continually
Articles of Incorporation.
want of public enterprise In their cit
The following articles of incorporaizenship, as shown by a refusal to
build sidewalks and beautify homes. tion have been filed In the office of
When a people build sidewalks, paint Territorial Secretary J. W. Reynolds:
The Aztec Natural Herb company.
their house, cut the grass In their
yards and make fine lawns, they are Principal place of business at
Terrl-tor'Bernalillo county.
telling tbe world
they are reT. fined, that they arethatcontented, that querque.agent, Oscar Hudson, at AlbuCapital stock, $25,000, dihey are making a town of that in
which they live. The town with a vided into 100,000 shares of the par
cents each. Obsidewalk where tho planks are brok- value of twenty-fiv- e
ject, growing and dealing in natural
en and rotten Is a place whose backbone Is broken and where the spirits ."lerbs for medical purposes. Dura-tnfifty years.
Incorporators, Osof the people are low.
car Hudson, Albuquerque;
Edward
Aak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM Charles Hudson, Kansas City, Mo.,
BREAD and take1 no ether.
and P. C. Thomas, Topeka, Kan.
Albu-qut'qu-

al

RESERVES

Supervisor Knlepp Found
Them in Excellent
Condition.

After an absence from Santa Fe of
over a month, during which time he
traveled the length and breadth of
the Jemez forest reserve. Forest Supervisor lon F. Kneipp has returned and Is once more directing ms
work from his office In the federal
building; In Santa Ke. The entire trip
was made on horseback and ho was
In the saddle continuously some days
from early morning until late at

night

two-stor-

fj

I

v

;

,

)

.

Mr. Kneipp's tour of the larger of
the two forest reserves under his supervision was mainly for the purpose
at inspecting the grazing lands within its borders. "I found the ranges
in better condition than they have
leen for many )ears," he stated to a
representative of the New Mexican.
"This Is partly due to the heavy rains
that have fallen during the year in
that region and partly to the fact that
the number of livestock grazing In
the reserve has been, decreased."
livestock permits show over 200,-0sheep are on the different forest
reserve ranges, but as a matter of
Jact there ore fully half as many
more. According to the official
as compiled from the permits
the following are the number of classified domestic animals now grazing
within the forest boundaries: Sheep.
222,180; goats, 8,097; 'cattle, 4,095;
torses, 075. The live stock penults
Show an increase of only t'l per cent
on sheep and cattle.
Actual settlers residing on home-Stea- d
claims Inside the reserves are
allowed aiz head of work or milk animals without grazing charges ami
thla exemption serves to Increase the
total number of horses, cattle ami
0

estab-llahln- g

his saw
soon
begin cutting the matured
timber
which he purchased recently
from
Uucle Sam. Mr. Jiye has the foundation ready for the saw mill and
three steam boilers are now being installed. Workmen have been working for some time repairing the wagon roads to facilitate the hauling of
logs to the uaw mill.
The proposed srbool of instruction
for the guard
of the l'ecos and
Jenies reserves, which are under the
supervision of Mr. Kneipp and which
he had intended to hold some time in
October, will be postponed until next
spring. The Jemez reserve Is
at present, ihere being only
nlue rangers on duty now, when the
quota allowed calls for fourteen
K. J. Phillips of Washington. I). ('..
a forest assistant connected with the
chief office, is now a visitor in Santa
Ke. He accompanied Mr. Kneipp on
he recent trip through the Jemez re.

First photograph of the crown pi ince and princess of Germany and
tlieir jnfant sou. Kaiser William hays the bal.y looks like
him. Can you
ii .

se

WHITE s
OUR PHYSICIANS
hile

short-hande-

--

st.,u-inYn-

itvri-

U-s-

ACCIDENTALLY

SHOT.
d
Thompson, the
aim of Conductor and Mrs.
E. B. Thompson, was accidentally shot
"in the ahoulder while playing with
Clarence

I

eleven-year-ol-

;

-,

-

Mean

DEPOSITS

jf

,

and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

ESTATE

AN3

and

OFFICERS AND DffiECTORS
Solomon Luna. President: W. S. Strlckler. V. P. and CashierJohnson, k sst, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
mon ..una, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E.
Cro-awel-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

LOANS

Solicit

-

W
Solo- -'

J

l.

SANTA FE RY.

&

--

Auto Phone 678

J

?

1

CARDS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ornccRs and diiJectorb

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M.
j

President

Vice 'president
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

W. FLOTJRNOY

FRANK McKEE
k. A. ruosr

H. F. RAYNOLDS

E. W. Oobso.t.

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Crom-wel- l

OENTISTS.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both "phone!. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 3.
No. 306 Railrohd avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. ni.; 1:30
p. ni. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

&

$500,000.10
$250,000.01

Santa Fe Railway Company

EKE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 68, N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Tuberculosis
treated with
Current and
Electrical
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 P- m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

. .

$100,000.00
.
22,000.00

y

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Roxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts or the Worid

-

We Want Your

Banking Business

A. BORDERS.

Commercial
Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
hones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. II. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. .Marron.

46-4-

J.

R.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Farwell.

Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY

PUBLIC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Offlce with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
Mrs. Bauoint. ai ner pariors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre-- t corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
Sne also ureparea a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
railing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the.se preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

X0X0

5

FOR

04KXJ04I04S O

"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

I

o

NOTICE

--

the utmost confidence in the curative powers of VS. S. S
in all blooil troubles, yet we rculi.e tl,at in some cases causes unknown t
the patient often binder the best t lkets of the medicine. For this reason w.
have uiaintaiiie.1 for many years a branch to our business known as "Oui
Consultation Department." This 1. payment is conioseil of regularl
graduated and licensed plivMci.nis who have made blood and .skin disease
their special study, and who are cmploved solely to advise and help, without
charge, those who use S. S. S. Thousands of people have been cured f
blood and skin diseases of every hind by the use of S. S. S . and many of
those who, perhaps, at first did not find the results entirely satisfactory,
t
wrote our physicians a full
of their case, and a little advice has.
tcned the cure. We have nothing to .sell vou, and the only reason for want-m- '
you to write to us is that we in.iv
- , if...t i
v.... tli .t
t
result from the
Vou can then belli us bv advising voni
...v, v,,
, win, i, you will
know from experience is all we claim
toi it.
DANCEI
DANCE!
DANCE!
uu can write with the assurance that all correspondence is held in
Strictest confidence, and that our physicians will trive you helpful advice AT COLOMBO HALL EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
ADMISSION
50c.
ithout charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA
LADIES FREE.

,

SAVINGS

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Account Capital, $150,000.00.

BASHINSKY

&

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
thick. Albuquerque, N. M.

ranch for sale. It is the best improved ranch in the country. Has
two good wells, one of them has
windmill and surface tank. It is an
ideal shoep range. Postofllce, Datll,
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twenty miles west of Datll.
FOR SALE Thirty aero ranch, quar
ter of mile north government Indian school; two acres good hearing orchard with all kinds of fruit;
six acres cultivated ground and balance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooframe residence, barn and other
outbuildings. For further particulars Inquire of R. I). Lusted, or address postoffice box 158, city.

1

serve.

CLARENCE THOMPSON

we have

n

ON

$2700.00.

Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office. First National
Bank bulldlnjr.

y

PERSONAL.
SOUTHERN
GIRLS are the most
beautiful in tbe world. Get next,
boys, and join our corresondi'iice
lull. Write us for particulars. The
lhxie club, P. O. box 106, Chatta-hooks- ,
Telin.
Sells More of Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy Than of All Others
Put Together.
Mr. Thos. George, a merchant at Mt.
F.lgui. Ontario, says: "I have bad the
local agency for Chamberlain's Cough
Iteineiiy ever since it was Introduced
Into Cinada. and I sell as much of It
us I (lo of all other lines I have on
tny shelves put together. Of tbe many
do, ii,, so, under guarantee,
have
I
"in had one bottle returned.
can
onally recommend this medicine
it
"s
myself and given I'
have used
to my children an
always with the
I" m results."
For site by all ilitig-

j
With Ampl

LAWYERS.

m

I. A. Dye is
mill and will

tor

eliey

i

m

--

ALLOWED

house, close in, lowlands,

PROFESSIONAL

SZ-n7K-

stoat.

la Cochiti canon,

this week.

205 West Gold

FOR S A LE RanctT
and sons having sold all their stock
are now offering their fine stock

flg-wr- ea

NBW MEXICO

at a bargain

in on North Fifth,

REAL

m

FRITZ, CECILE AND
THAT WONDERFUL BABY

n

TWO LOTS

BACON

(

n,

PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Open Evening.

110 West Gold Ave.

ry

AN

GES ON FORES

INTEREST

POR TERFIELD CO.

Four-roo-

m

For Probata Clerk

INSPECTED

1906.

Capitol end Surplus, $100,000

Rfc.tT.

brick house,
Close in.
'i.v r. r. i inner,
furnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street
nouse, furFOR RENT T7ur-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Walter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 521
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
rear.
cottage, furFOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart
ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
to a healthy party. Address 716
E. Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well furnished rooms, with modern improvements. Arply at store, C22 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
FOR RENT N icely furnished rooms
with running water. Board at
reasonable prices. Casa de Oro,
613 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, nerrly
furnished rooms, with bath and
electric light. 519 North Second
street.
FOR RENT Residence 70S West
Gold avenue; 6 rooms and bath.
Gas and electric light. Apply to
Mrs. Dr. John F. Pearce, 718 West
Railroad.
In Par
FOR KE.NT Apartments
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
Grant Block.
FOR RENT A six room two-stobrick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Lomniorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Tbe Minneapolis
House; 524 South Second street,
Albuquerque. N. M.
TOH 8ALE.
FOR'SAYE--Gleckler's
fafm.'the best
farm .in Bernalillo county. Chas.
E. Gleckler.
FOR SALE All the furniture of a
four-roohouse, nearly new, in
good condition. 209 North Arno.
FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano".
Call 512 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Ix)ts 3 and 4, nlock 20,
Eastern addition; level, no water
courses, wind break to east. In
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Broadway.
FOR SALE
Five room modern
frame bouse, ail conveniences,
cheap. 1301 Fruit avenue.
FOR SALE At a saeriflcOflakeTTait
once, a nine-roobrick
house; bath, cellar, cement walks.
Address P. O. Box 218 city
FOR SALE Best paying restaurant
and luuch room opposite deiot,
cheap. Business can stand close in
validation. 305 South First street
For sale General merchandise
business on the EI Paso and Southwestern In eastern
New
Mexico.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opportunity for right party. Can explain good reason for selling.
a
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Address inquiries to this paper.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house
on five years terms. 44 rooms, all
furnished and In first class repair.
Income $200 per month; best paying property hi Albuquerque; must
be sold, parties going away. Call
or address C. D. Ward, the Minneapolis House, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR KENT

Railroad Avenue and Broadway

Hark.

For Probata Judge
ISIDRO SANDOVAL

FOR

0-00-

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowna
Gold Filling

ALBUQUERQUK

M

We hold their patronage

All arrangements
have been completed for the meeting of the Arizona
Cattle Growers' Association, which
takes place In Phoenix November 14.
during the Arizona territorial fair.
The program committee has completed its labors, with the following results:
Opening address by Governor Jos.
H Kibbey.
Address "Sanitary Conditions," by
Dr. J. C. Norton.
Address. "The Ranger Force, and
Services Rendered in the Tast," by
Captain T. J. Rynnlng.
Address, "The Cattle Growers and
Any Changes That Would Be Beneficial to Their Interests," by James E.

Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Morse,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- uKins, as low as no and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
On
strict It nrivate. Time:
to on year given. Goods remain in
your possession, our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow
On

ing.
C. A. Baca, Socorro. N. M.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
emWANTED Help ruriiisbea and
Steamship tickets to and
from all
.
ployment of all kinds aecured
worm.
pans
oi
ids
on,
phone
write or
promptlv. Call
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Colburn;s Employment agency. 103
315 West Railroad Ave.

IV drug store.

For Delegat to Conarea

I,

NOVEMBER

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN

Jo-Be-

nd

14.

FRIDAY,

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

n

NOVEMBER

CITIZEN.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

THE EVENING CITIZEN

CATTLE

EVENING

00 OO000000

0KCX
1873. Z

ESTABLISHED

S. PUTNEY

o

.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Small Holding
Claim No. 29!ltt.

2

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 19, 190C.
Notice is hereby given that tho following-named
claimant has filed notice
of bis intention to make final proof In
support of bis claim under sections
10 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
d'G Stats., 854. ), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
4701. and that said proof will be made
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at

2

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in tbe Southwest.

t linn
.n
lwm&mhm
nerii mi N! M
l'Joti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
iarpemer, .v si., tor tne tracts l, z,

A

and 4, Seclon 19, Township 11
North, Range C East.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur- vt7- - FYflnM&fn
."
iivJ nf tha
v..v tnuneliln
Montez, Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skin
ner and Marcellno crespin, nil of carpenter, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason linitpr Vila l.iu'a nn,1 rApulations
of tbe Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that Mihml'ted by claimant.
MANUEL It. UIBIIU,
Register.
Famous Strike Breakers.
The most famous strike breakers in
the land are Dr. King's New Life
Pills Wlun Hver and bowels go on
lri..e, they ipiii kly settle the trouble,
and the puril ying work goes, right on.
Best cure for constipation, headache
and dizziness. :'!ic ui all druggists.
3

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

"

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

oooooooOBomoomoooooooooZ
.1. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more. loo.s best, wears tbe
SHER.il
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW M EX.

1

above-mention-

cross-examin-

I

e

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Mirqucttt

Both Phone

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole

First and Marquette

,

filing

Albuquerque, New Mexico

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

2.

'ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

It beat a t!.e name of St. 'VVenreslniiS,
I"
a mart; re luki of that cimtiy.
Lombar.'.v It perpetuates the name of
l:d the Order
St Thtr(3. who

EVENING CITIZEN.

PAQt THREE.

1

THE INDIAN

of

Carmelite.

ll.miooe.l

I'tnl

REMARKABLE DEMAND FOR

in

Sweden It commemorates St. Hrldget,
who died In Rome in 17.12 having established In her remote northern
home a high reputation as a scholar
as
and writer on religious topics, and
the founder of both sexes, who were
t tiled by a lady abbess.
In England this eeason, formerly
known as "All Hallows' Summer," is
now usually referred to by Its AmeriAustralia, at a different
can name.
period of the year, also has what it
In Wales
Many Pretty Stories and lm terms "Indian Summer."
nnd Belgium this season is dedicated
In
portant Facts Connected
to Michael, the warrior saint.
France It Is known almost exclusively
With the Season.
as St. Martin's Summer," in honor of
another warrior, who laid down the
profession of arms to become lite
shepherd of souls, and died as bishop
of Tours in 3:7. St. Martin, whose
OF NAME
conversion dated front the vision that
followed his generosity in dividing his
BE A UTHEN1CALLY TRACED cloak with a beggar at Amiens, suc
brought
Christianity
to
cessfully
everybody in the portion of France,
He
which later became his diocese.
d
changed an autumn festival in honor
But the Delightful beason Is
of HucchiiH to a Christian celebration.
In Many Different Parts
Centuries after It became his own day
In the calendar (November 11), it conof the World.
tinued to display a few pagan usages,
and to this day St. Martin is the patron of reformed and reforming drunkBY GABRIELLE MARIE JACOBS.
ards. It is averred that on a bitterly
becold day In early winter, when reBack year, with
gins Un 'afth season," ami continues turning from I'annotiia, whlthter he
until. In New Enpland, the flying had gone in the hope of converting
tnowflakes herald Thanksgiving. The his heathen parents, he whs beset, by
orlgim of Its name, 'Indian summer," beggars seeking money to buy food.
is one of the riddles yet unsolved by "I have no money." said the good
Perhaps the name has bishop, "but what I have I will give
antiquarians.
a remnte connetion with the causes yoti. and he gave them the entire
which produce the season, for beyond store of food that he had provided
the Indies arise those conditions. for his journey. Instantly, state his
The researches of Tyndall and other biographers, the frozen streams meltof the nineteenth century ed, soft, warm winds blew, ami for a
scientist
proTe Ifcat the phenomena united in few weeks a second summer made
indiaa Btimmer are cnused by the glad the earth.
aerial Galf Btream, or "vapor plane,"
Another pretty story brings us home
which, generated in tropical seas,
to the autumn summer on our own
to the upper atmosphere and shores.
On the occasion of the
This mantle of thanksgiving
sweeps orthward.
which, following the
aqueous Tapor, the
first meager harvest at Plymouth, inpower of which was demonstrated by augurated our great American festiTyndall. arrests radiation, and pre- val, the
guests included
vents the sudden check of tempera- Massusoit and his brother, with a
ture during the weeks when the sun dozen of their principal warriors, and
numbering ninety men.
makes its autumnal retreat.
followers
The celebraThe mornings of Indian summer al e women and children.
cool, with lowland fogs. Through tne tion began Thursday morning and
soft, hazy atmosphere the lord of day, ended Saturday noon with a "state
thorn of his beams, rises and sets like dinner," which sorely taxed the culsphere. inary resources of the pretty and capa hu:e, copper-colore- d
Through the warm, still air, redolent able Priscllla Molines, who superinThe festivities
of the smoke of forest fires, objects tended the cooking.
are discerned with difficulty, but the were held outdoors, and what the Indians may have revealed as to their
&ounda Incident to man's autumnal in
ilustrles may be heard distinctly at Ideas concerning the season must be
It is the gentle and mere conjecture, but so mild and
ionK distances.
gradual renose from which Nature lovely was the weather that, when It
sinks into the heavy slumber of win recurred the next November and the
next, tnere is a tranmon mat our
ter.
"Why,
forefathers exclaimed:
Nowhere are the charms of Indian
summer more apparent than In the ere i3 the Indians' summer again!"
Whether this be fact or fancy, it is
tar northern latitudes, where It. confers also a 'material benefit, in that it certain that the mildness of the
g
season: autumnal season was of paramount
"portracts the
but every civilized country seems to importance to our aboriginal popula- share in its splendid beauty, and al- tion, not only for their journeys to
most every nation has a different winter quarters, but as most favorable
The
name for it. Among its European for the pursuit of large gaiuei
designations are "The After Glow" name "Indian summer" was recorded
and "The Red Leaf," but in most Indisputably for the first time in 179-1countries it bears the names of vari- in the Journal of MaJ. Ebenezer
ous sainUt, whose festivals occur late Denny, an officer stationed at a mili- -'
When and
in the calendar,
and to whose tary post on Lake Erie.
beneficent influence, centuries ago. how it originated in all probability .
this pleasant period was attributed. will never be determined, but. assoel-Further, being the season of the ated as it is with tho copper-coloregathered harvest, the ripe vintage, children of the forest, who regulated
and the prospective delights of the their lives by natural phenomena, it
hunting eeason, it everywhere is as- seems an eminently filling designa-- ;
period, and
sociated with merryniaklns nnd good tion for a delightful
wherever the English language Is
cheer.
In Germany it is known as "St. written and spoken It is so accepted.
Gall's Summer," In honor of Galla, a
A man who beat the St. I.ouis fair
holy widow, who lived and died in the
He would
The German peas- out of $2.50 has paid up.
sixth century.
antry eometlmes Tefer to it as "The have done a greater service if be had
Summer of Old Women." In Hohelma toold how he did it.
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All Kinds

The Phenomenal sale of L T. Cooper' new preparations proves (he many reports
of (heir marvelous curative properties.
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'

Nearly all diseases originate in the stomach. Cooper's
New Discovery acts directly on the stomach and digestive organs. It increases the gastris juices, which are
factor in the proper digestion of food.
an
Cooper's New Discovery and Cooper's Quick Relief are
the preparations with which L. T. Cooper effected his remarkable cures in St. Lonis, New Orleans and other
Urge cities, and results have amply proven that they can
be used in the home with as much success as though administered personally by Mr. Cooper or his physicians.
Cooper'a New Discovery costs $1.00 per bottle; six for
15.00. Cooper' Quick Relief costs 50c
You can get
them of

sl

1

1

MR. IL JORDAN.

as-en-

The J. N. O'lBSelly Co,

heat-absorbi-

Commercial Printing
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1 de-i-

t--

it right

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue" Work

"I hiT o(Tt1 for hf r.it thrin Tfm with a wrtm civ ot
iton . h trtmlr. I ronlrt rat npii to tiothinff nrt unftcrcd untnlj
Ionir from inilitrrsoon. M v (ooit would sonr after ra'iitf and I
ironld havr Bick l.radachr and ititir sprits. I lost (ortv xiun,t
In weiftu and gr
rak and nervous. I dorlnrrd Willi manv dif.
ferant phtauiaiis and tried a number of
remedies. Iiut received m reliet. Kradinr nf the remarkable car. a of atnmach
tronblr effected by Cooper'a New Medicines, I decided to aire Ihein
1 secnr-nm trial.
a Untie of the New
aland
most Imnitdiate relief. My appetite haslicoerr
returned and I do not
any diflicnltv In direstlns anythlns I eat. All rain and
jrTousne h;ir disappeared and I am rapidly mlnlna in atrendn
r.nd weiirtit.
to thank you for iho loud tbesa rcmarkabla
remedies have done for me."
Sitrned:
MR. HE.NHY JOKDAN. lJo Pea a
Bcranton. Pa.

En-Joye-

J

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers. We Can Please You

The demand for Cooper's New Discovery and Quick
Relief, which hare effected such remarkable cures of
stomach trouble, rheumatism, deafness and catarrh,
has become enormous. Newspapers in every city hare
commented upon the curative powers and on the un
precedented demand of these remedies.
Thousands of
letters come every day to Mr. Cooper describing- - some
of the roost remarkable recoveries from the ravages of
disease that have been brought to the attention of the
public in recent vars. A most remarkable letter was
recently received from Mr. H. Jordan, a well known
restaurant proprietor of Scrantou, who writes Mr.
Cooper as follow :
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COOPER MEDICINES
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The Citizen Publishing Co.

CORNER SECOND STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

Albuquerque, New Mexico

WHY THE DOMESTIC SCIENCE GIRL
READILY WINS HERSELF A HOME
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AT PRATT INSTITUTE
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Afternoon Newspaper
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BAPTISTS TO MEET
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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Portland. Ore., Oct. 28. Huddled in
i clothes
basket, blinking out wou- dertngiy at the world, In a little dark-- '
cned room at the home of Fred Stubr,
this city, is what its owner believes
to be "the missing link." it urrived
recently from Borneo, in care of the
cook of a sailing vessel.
The fct range creature is neither
chimpanzee, gorilla, nor gibboon, but
the most human points of
all three of these species of the man- and has human points of its own
In place of the large tar of
the chimpanzee it has tiny, shell- like ears as delicate as those tif
young girl; its arms are not unsight-- :
ly, nor its hands prehensile, like those
of the gorilla, and its face is not hairy
ma mat ot tne gitmoon.
its long,
sensitive lingers, formed remarkable
like thi.e (Jf a human, never grab aim'
ssly, u: ;lide into the hand of a
i confidingly and affect innately ai those of a lovable child.
In its v at nuts moods the "missing
link" laugh i and cries and expresses
pleasure,
and rage in sounds that
it
on!,! I..- from
ird to diKtingiii!-ti1'
:r ie bov or girl.
t
I: was

2m

-

Special Correspondence.
New York. Oct. 2S Recent events
in the Normal School of Domestic!
Science of the famous Pratt institute.!
of Brooklyn, sound a'thundcring hint
to the American girl who aspires to
matrimony.
A bevy of young women, some
pretty and some indifferent, but all
clever, are studying in this school to'
become teachers of the art of good
housekeeping.
When the classes reassembled after
the summer h illday, it developed that,
iu the few bhof vacation months, no
less than se enteen members hud
been ensnared in Cupid's net.
Miss Caroline K. Weeks, secretaiy
of the school, freely admits that, aside
from the personal attractiveness of
the girls who have married, the men
could not have failed to have appreci
ated their value as expert housewives.
Said the secretary: "The students;
enter with tho idea of becoming teach- ers. There is an enormous demand
for women who have mastered the
art. The scarcity is due to the fact
that they are so promptly married
after they leave the school. It is no
mystery why men should claim tlieni
quickly."
It is claimed that a graduate of the
school, when she becomes the mis- tress of her own home, can make $1
go as far as the average housewife
makes Jt go.
Miss Anna C. Hedges, a thoughtful!

l
Si

;

r

captured iu Its infancy by a simple
bushman and spent its "life, until a few
weeks ago. In the bush famitv.
The
buh dialect It readiiv understands,
and, although It never' heard a word
of English until twelve days ago, it
can already understand man.mands and obeys them v.ith quick in- telligence. A scolding tone will quiet
it to pathetic submission in an
stant, and a rollicking tone will start
it playfully gambolling, while an
fectlonate caress will cause it to
die lovingly against one's arm and
its large, dark eyes to grow wistful,
A great tuft of hair, as fine and
silken as a woman's, grows on the
back of the "missing link's" neck
and on its shoulders, and It has no
tail, it has been fitted out with coat
ami trousers, and to the amusement
of the spectators who daily gather
round its basket the little creamre
undresses itself after each meal and
retires for a nap, pu'ling tU- - covers
up around its chin anil
to j,.vp
like a tired child.
It is valued at II.imii) b iis owner,
who is making a collection of unique
pe's.
-

AT

PORTALES. CLAY COUNTY,
THURSDAY, NOV. 15.

On Thursday evening, Nov. 15th,
the New Mexico Baptist convention
will meet at Portales. A number of
prominent Baptists will be in attend-anc- e
and the meeting is expected to
be the largest and best in the history
of the convention.
This has tieen, taken altogether, the
best year that the Baptist churches of
the territory have ever had. Reports
from all over the field will show a
large increase in membership and in
contributions.
Churches that have
not already done so, are requested to
take collections for the work of the'
convention and forward the r'anie to
Rev, Geo. H. Brewer, Phoenix. Ai lz.,
by November S if possible.
The railroads will give gnaily reFaduced rates to the c mention.
cilities for travel are l.e'ter now li:n
ever before and it will not c.-,- t so
at- much nor take so lung a tun- tend this session as it did former
ones.
Kacli !!ui'i.st f liurili cun bend three
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woman who is a director in the faculty, said:
"A girl in this institute is taught
to make her own clothes and hats and
do household work in the highest
form of domestic science. How much

she accomplishes

depends upon

her-

"SaC

self.

"I do not like the attitude that this
institution is merely to fit a girl to
be a wife. That puts a false value
upon a sacred thing. It is nevertheless true that u girl wiUi the right
spirit would, by the very nature of
tilings, prove a better wife than the
girl who could not superintend the
business of her home.
"1 am heartily opposed to the girl
who makes matrimonial capital out of
her education in domestic economy,
and also the one who ensnares a man
Into love on the basis of her attractiveness or attainments and then
cheats him, after marriage, by refusing to accept her portion of work or
falls to contribute to make herself
attractive.
"A girl wi'h the right spirit may
work and help her husband with this
education. If it is necessary she may
make her own dresses and the cost
will be for material only.
"I detest the idea that a woman's
business in life is to get a husband to
support her.
American women are
rapidly developing their minds and
their fields of usefulness.
They are
taking the independent position they
messengers and one additional messenger for each twenty-fiv- e
members
above the first fifty.
The church and other people of
Portal? will extend a hearty welcome
to messengers and visitors.
The women and the It.tptlst Young
People's union will hold sessions in
connection with the convention.
Made Happy For Life.
Great happiness came into the horns
of K. C. Blair, school sup rlntendent,
at St. Albans, W. Va., when his little
daughter was restored
from the
dreadful complaint he names. He says:
".My little daughter had
St. Vitus'
dam, which yielded to no treatment
but grew steadily worse until es a last
resort we tried Electric Bitters; anu I
rejoice to say three bottles effected a
complete cure." Quick, sure cure tor
nervous complaints, general debility,
impoverished
weaknesses,
female
blood and malaria. Guaranteed by all
'
Price 5tc.
ins-gist-
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SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
1908. Rate S38.05 vift Kanaa City
and Memphli; $43.40 via El Paso and Houton or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 60 cents, until November SO.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
190S.
Rate S19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1905.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO..
NOV.
1906. - For above occasion tickets will be sold for one far
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado 8prlngs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
d
fare for round
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 0 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS,
KANSAS
CITY, MO,
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on eale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
This can bo extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
DECEMBER
1906. For the above occasion round trip ticket will
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, Inclusive
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East
15-2-

"The girl who is enough interested in donnsticity to enter a
school to learn the science Ik
usually the right sort. Still, if
they find good husbands and
their love is real and they are
in ujrnest, the ojucatioual
work may w II suffer the loss
with grace." Secretary Caroline li. Weeks, of Pratt institute.

18-1-

.

14-2-

one-thir-

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

are worthy of.
They 'are becoming
independent of man, which is right.
Under this condition marriage will be
for love and will be a sanctified thing
rattier than an expedient."
Of a class of twelve gii'is In the
conking school last year, five married
during the tumuiier vacation ami two
more wore engagement rings when
they returned to their studies.
Wlhle the school is
few marriages occur among students.

20-2-
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r. e.

RURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

comw

Illinois Central R.R.

November 6. Mahara'a Minstrels.
COURSES OF 8TUDY.
November 8. My Friend From Ar-The following coursea of study will kansaa."
fr..rerl ttiiu vpar hv llr. .Tacnti If.
November 14 The maid and the
Kaplan, rabbi of congregation Albert, Mummy.
ix'giuning i nesu.iy evening,
November 15. Uncle Josh.
6, IMfi.
November 26 Uncle Tom'a Cabin.
Psychology and psychic culture.
1.
December 10 The Holy City.
This Is a beginner's course in
December 14 King of Triumphs.
and how to train them.
December 29. Hooligan's Trouble.
2. Jewish literature.
This is an
December 31 My Wife's Family.
interesting and instructive course la
Jewish literature from the close of the INDEPENDENT TAXPAYERS'
Bible to tho present time.
CANDIDATE FOR 8HERIFF
3. Lectures on the "Origin, ConHaving been solicited by many
tents and Aim of the Prophetic Books friends
for
of the Bible." No text books required. Khorlff to come out as a candidate
of liernallllo county, I hereby
5. A course in Hebrew.
This will acknowledge
include reading and translation of ent taxpayers'myself aa an independcandidate for that ofGenesis with critical exegesis.
Tne above courses are open and fice for this county.
FRANCISCO SEDILLO.
frte to everybody. Register Tuesday
evening. November 6 at 7:30 o'clock.
In the vestry rooms of Temple Albert, The Rev. Iri R. Hicks 1907 Almanac.
The Kt v. Irl It. Hicks lias tieen comcorner of West Gold avenue and Sevpelled by the popular demand to
enth street.
the publication of bis well
Time for meeting will be arranged
known and popular Almanac for 1907.
to suit, the members of each class.
This splendid Almanac Is now ready.
Cut this out and take it to any drug For sale by newsdealers, or sent post
store and get a free sample of Cham- paid for 25 cents, by Word and Works
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Publishing company, 2201 Locust St..
For biliousness and constipation they St. Louis, Mo., publishers of Word and
are uneuuiled. '1 hey improve tuo ap-- j Works, one of tbe best dollar monthly
petite. Mrengihcii tho digestion und magazines In America. One Almanac
.regulate 'lie liver and bowels.
kois with every subscription.
mind-process-

THE SHORT LINE
FROM

COLORADO
To
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o

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Duliitl)

AND THE NORTHWEST,

tbe south and sooth east.

Ticket Office, 809 even tee nth St
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON.
Commercial Agt

ONE NIGH1

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE.
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
CHICAGO,

Tbe finest train seme to tbeabof
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- pais, vicKsourg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlaota, Ga.;
ria., and U other 'jolnU la

Jack-aonvlll- e,
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PURITY IN ELECTIONS

County Commissioner Grnnsfeld

FRIDAY,

An enthusiastic meellng was held at the c:ntrt house
laRt evening upon the call of Territorial Chairman II. O.
Hurstim.
The court house was filled. An eloquent
cause of purity In elections. Actions speak louder than speech was made by Prof. Carrera In Spanish. Chairwords. The reader Is asked to consider certain things man ltur.ntni nlso made an address, lie closed with adto vice to the audience to vote the republican ticket. More
these commissioners have done In
than 90 per cent of the 400 voters present, were repub-

Springer refuse the republican party representation on
the election boards. They claim to have done this In the

THE JAFFA g

w

licans. The supporters of the people's ticket In precinct
13, under the leadership of Don Jesus, did not materialize. It will not materialize on election tiny for Andrews,
the republican candidate for delegate. As a result of;
the scheming of Marron, Field and Rutkhardt the bulk
of this vote will be cast on election day for
the democratic candidate, and against Joint statehood.
Are the republicans of Albuquerque blind?

to be supposed that a young man of Mr. Spring,
in public affairs can compare with J.
H. Mayo, who has had years of heavy responsibility in
such affairs; who has proved his true worth and determination in conducting public affairs to success? He
Is

It

er's Inexpetience

fought the courts to gain his point for the people, and
is unselfish In all matters where the people's Interests
are concerned. The Citizen has known him for many
years and knows him to be honest and sincere, a man
of the people and for the people. TruSl him and vote
for him and you will not regret It. His record shows
his unalterable opposition to the Inflation of county

Grocery Comp'y.
"Good Things to Eat"
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Clothing
Our garments are made by well ,.!,,. unU,
Union
Wnrk- ,racr.TsP ye'1 T ManUfact,,r"M
fir principles
made under sanitary eondii Ions
laied work rooms.
It. Is
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clean ' well veDl1'

Look for the Union Label
Bakery Department

On Our Garments!

DO YOU APPECRIATE
QUALITY?

The qu.iliiy f our goods Is the
main Issue with us quality and
cleanliness.
We make only the best of
everything. Nothing but the
best material is used; made by
men who know HOW and mad
In a bakery that Is always open
for your inspection. We want
you to see how everything Is in
our bakery.
SOME OF THE GOOD THINGS
WE MAKE ARE
DATK CAKES
FIG CAKES
NUT CAKES

FRUIT CAKES

The Optic sizes up the situation to. a dot, when it
says: Mr. Larrazolo Is a fine gentleman, but he could
accomplish about as much In the congress of the United
States, while reposing In the cool, quiet, shades of the
opiKisltlon, as a child to be born year after next.

1906.

Our- Clothing Is Union Made

eontra-distlctio-

what they have raid. .
First: They appointed three of their own candidates as the registration loard "f one city precinct, the
vote of which plays an Important, part in determining
the result of elections.
Second: When two of the three candidates had
enough sense of pioprlety to refuse to stand for such an
outrage, though the third one had no trouble of that
kind, these two commissioners filled the vacancies in
the registration board, caused by the resignation of the
two candidates, by appointing two members of their own
county committee, thereby perpetuating the first outrage.
Third: In appointing Judges of election these two
commissioners not only refused the republican party all
representation, but they apKinted the judges exclusively from the partisans of their own ticket.
To see the full force of thin conduct the reader
should remember that one of the commissioners is a
Is
and that his brother-in-lacandidate for
also a candidate on the same ticket; while the other
to keep himcommissioner Is fighting a death
self in power, for with two commissioners opposed to
him, he. would at once cease to be the whole cheese.
Furthermore, this commissioner has his employe, a
cousin, on the same ticket for an office the commissioner ia very anxious to control, the said cousin and employe knowing nothing about the office and having for
years labored for the interests of the commissioner and
at his dictation.
Then, again, remcnilier that under these two commissioners, and under their candidate for sheriff and
their candidate for probate judge, deputy sheriffs were
nent to Barelas, In violation of law and for the purpose
of Interfering with the school election In that precinct.
Now, reader, take these acts and facts, and In their
light read the declarations of the chief county commissioner and see what your conclusion must be. There Is
fiut one conclusion any logical mind can reach. Either
the county commissioner does not desire a clean, honest
election, or else he is so biased by his Interests and pre
judices as to be incompetent of realizing whnt a clean,
,
honest election really is.

NOVEMBER" 2,
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The Citizen Publishing Company

By

protesting against 1he activity of certain railroad
ployes supporting the republican ticket.
The answer
was to tho effect that attorneys nnd employes of the
company are free Cltljiens, and the com pan) dx-- not
dictate to Its employes; In other words, Its employes are
not bossed In politics. The cry of Marron, Heaven, the
Morning Mudmaker and all the other howlers for the
lieople's ticket and reform Is bosslsm, pure and simple
bosslsm. There will be seen sonic antics on the part of
these bosses, who are past masters of the art. if only
they are given the opportunity.

EVENING

ANGEL FOOD CAKES
COCO AN UT CAKES
CHOCOLATE CAKES
CREAM PUFFS
DROP CAKES
.
CUP CAKES
RYE BREAD
GRAHAM BREAD
ETC., ETC.
A trial order Is all we ask. We
know that after that you will

We ask no more for our clean, well made clothing than
other stores ask for "Sweat Shop" work.

TROUSERS... $1.75,

mm.
i
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o
o

shoes

.

'

SUITS
OVERCOATS

$2.00, $2.50, $3.50 to $5.50
$10, $12, $15, $18 to $25
$10, $15, $18, $20, to $25

Boys" and Children's Clothing, Hats, Furnishings,
etc. Union
.Made and at fair prices.
You will further your own Interest,
Mr. Union Man by

wearing our Union Made Clothing.
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Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

be a regular customer.

Do

oooooooooooooooooc

You Know

l
Chicago, Nov. 2. Under the
Grocery Department
for more wholesome food products following the "Jungle"
NEW SAUERKRAUT
about our sales of furniture
300 government Inspectors are
NEW DILL PICKLES
on the installment plan?
already safeguarding every essential
NEW BULK OLIVES
process In the mammoth Industry of
CHEESE OF ALL KINDS
You can just have your
Parckingtown.
As fast as competent
NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
men among the numerous applicants
home if you want it. A
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
for inspectorships pass the required
NEW
SUGAR
MAPLE
examinations, the force which is bedollar or two a week and
ing installed under the Beveridge
WATCHFUL AND FAITHFUL
its done.
amendment Is being added to. Today
USE MEADOW GOLD BUTTER
exPresent every day of the session of congivs-the stockyards district Is vastly more
cept once and then absent on account of illness,
delectable than in the still rather .recent days of the
W. H. Andrews has set a standard of faithfulness repinsive "jungle.
the
in
to his constituents that will be difficult lo equal
Before the agitation which made an unsuspecting
THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
future. This watchfulness on his part prevented many world sil up and take notice of Its meat course there
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
a piece of legislation that would have been detrimental was only one examination made of hogs, cattle nnd sheep
GET EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
to the Interests of New Meiieo, and Delegate Andrews with a view to determining their fitness for food. Now
has rendered great service not only In what be accom- every important process In the world's greatest meal
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVERcoprRK"
i?
"Good Things to Fat"
plished for New Mexico but in what he prevented from preparing plants Is scanned by government eyes.
AL ACCOUNTS.
TRY IT.
being done to the territory by those with selfish
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
Packers Get Wise.
schemes.
1 HEY ARE RECEIVED.
The packers themselves have come to realize that
Nor was his faithfulness and watchfulness of the
I ho
government
stnmp
House Furnishe s i
of
approval
means
life to their
passive or Inactive kind. He worked might and main
House Furnishers 1
after, before and between each session, in every one of foreign trade at least, and are making things easy for
the departments at the behest of hia constituents. There the new government employes and are using whitewash THE HIGHLAND LIVER
(HZKEXSBSaSZ
were day sessions and night, sessions; there were com- and plumbers with a will. Wash room facilities are
BAM BROOK BROSt., Props.
mittee meetings and conferences, and while he believes being improved on. Shiny and very legible new signs LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
In an eight hour day for others, there were no eight hour warning against expectoration and personal uncleanllness
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
days for him, and as on that memorable day when he se- among employes make an obtrusive handwriting on the The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week dayB.
cured for Albuquerque a $100,000 appropriation for a wall. While the absorptive wooden floors In the slaughWILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
SOLOMON
LUNA,
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer sad Manager
report still Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.
federal building, he occasionally worked twenty-fou- r
out tering rooms condemned In the
of twenty-fou- r
hours. This coup which has brought him remain, it is said they will be replaced by asphalt floorfame throughout the United States was accomplished ing as soon as practicable. However, under the new
PIONEER BAKERY
rules, after the hides have been removed the carcasses
late at night.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
Delegate Andrews modestly refrains from claiming do not touch the floors at any point, and each carcass
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
any praise for his unparalleled and successful activity, Is thoroughly washed after the skinning and
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
but what congressman from any other jurisdiction acAt present the Swift and Libby, McNeil & Llbby
complished so much for his constituents under so great
We desire patronage and we guarThey had new
difficulties? Surely, New Mexico people know when plants are in the most sanitary shape.
antee first class baklnir.
they are well off, when they ,are ably and energetically buildings before the reform movement began. Armour 207 South First 8treet.
Albuquerque.
represented at the national capital, and they will cer- and other packing' buildings are of wood and are more
tainly ask Delegate W. H. Andrews by at least 12000 doubtful subjects for adequate reform, although great
Plans for a new Armour plant
majority to return to Washington after March 4 to com- things have been done.
plete the work he has so auspiciously begun and to pave are soon to be made a reality. Another innovation has
No. 111 North Plret Street
the-wa- y
for the admission of the new state ol Arizona, been the stopping of killing after the inspectors' hours DINELLI
& LENCIONI, Proprietors.
or, if that fails, of the state of New Mexico, into tiie are over.
LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
wiines,
.
v
brotherhood of states. New Mexican.
What Inspectors Do.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Up
Put
for Travelers.
New Inspectors with veterinary diplomas o in and
Rooms By Day, Week or Mgnth.
out among the cattle in the killing room.
THE OUTLOOK FOR CONGRESS
Other men
liHVUJiii: ' I
Chairman Griggs of the democratic congressional watch the stuck hogs, ulert as each animal passes, and
the
same
general
inspection Is made of sheep. SusW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
campaign committee figures that the democrats will
and If found
carry the house to be elected next Tuesday. He places pected animals are condemned,
to be diseased are scheduled for fertilizer, unless lesions LIVERY. 8ALE, FEED AND TRANSthe majority at from twenty five to thirty-fivOn the
FER STABLES.
other hand, Chairman Sherman of the republican com- are entirely local, when the diseased part Is. cleanly re- Horses and Mules
Bought and Exmoved and the carcass consigned
the lard rendering
mittee estimates that there will be a republican lead of department,
changed.
Is
too
the
where
any
heat
strong
known
for
anywhere between thirty and fifty. There Is a strong
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad nnd
probability that the republicans will carry the house, but bacillus.
The
carts
transtrimmings
and
in
are
lrrels which
Copper Avenue.
on the question of the extent of the majority all estiferred to departments where sausage, lard, soap and
mates are only guesses.
"erlne" (near butter) products are made now have the
It must be borne In mind that these
appearance of cleanliness, and the old wooden tables on
F.
claims of vitory by the democrats have been heard in
every canvass. Mr. Griggs and his friends, u few days which sausage meat is prepared are covered with sheet Headquarters
for Low Prices
before the election of 1904, figured that their party Iron. Fragments of meat in the many departments occasionally
fall
on
the
doors,
cases
In
are
most
which
Leather,
on
Paints, Varnishes, C.
would have a safe majority in the house to be elected
O. D.
that year. The result showed that there was a margin sawdust covered. These pieces are ill town Into barrels Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
to
in
be
used
the
fertilizer tank, and If is a duty of the
or 114 on the republican side. It
I
well, however, for Inspectors
Scientific Optician
to see that this meat is not sidetracked for
408 W. Railroad Avonuo
republicans to keep In mind the fact that the majority for their party will be far smaller In the election use in food products.
In the rooms where are concocted sweet pickled
this year than Jj. was two years ago. Chairman Sherman
ia not claiming any vast preponderance in the coming shoulders and hams, dry salted shoulders and bellies, sum
house. He is confident, howeer. ,r says he Is, that the mer and other varieties of sausage, ceiosuet, oleoma!
majority will be big enough to enable the party to carry gerine, butterine, lard and stearine, other watchdogs . of
Per Gallon
$1.50
The olfactory or
through all its measures without looking for aid from I'ncle Sam pass upon the products.
;
;.
.:
gans
Large
Special
on
Price
of
Orders
inspectors
the
play
an important part in their
the democrats. Speaker Cannon is also hopeful. Prophet
J
Grosvenor has predicted that the republicans will have work. Steel triers are inserted and the odor tells the
Delivered to any part of the city
tale.
a majority in excess of twenty-fivor thirty Ht the low
A Glance at the Force.
est. tllol'- Democrat.
Many ( lie Inspectors s re experienced employes
Phone Colo. Red 92.
ol the packers who have bettered themselves in salary
POLITICAL OUTLOOK
by the change, although the pay Is not considered very
The New Mexican not only Is published at the eat large. The) receive fromo
fl.Ouu a year up to $133 a
of territorial government, which fives it uucquuied fa- month for
veteiinaries,
und more for the supervising and
cilities in reaching every section of the territory and cuter inspectors. All Inspectors
report to Chief Inspector
obtaining information 'therefrom, l,m it has been so long S.
d
Ileum! t, a short, stocky, blond-haireand
uuder the same management thai it Is particularly well
EYES TESTED FREE
veterinary.
We keep the quality of our bread
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
qualified to judge of the correctness anil accuracy of the
Mr. Hennett is of the
d
type that repels
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
up
to the highest. This is possible
Information thus obtained. In view of these facts, the familiarity. His
following forecast, made by that paper four days before for the delinquentclear. Impartial eye seems to bode ill
by
using;
in duty and for possible udvances
CARNIVAL
election, is especialy interesting and worthy of consid- from (hose
wlshrul
of
a
inspection.
lenient
eration :
Grand Elevated First Part.
The Best Flour,
The
Inspectors do not impress one as being
"It is in the stars. The. republicans will elect Dele- of a high under
Comedians,
Dancers, Singers, ComThe Best Labor,
order
of
the
Intelligence,
with
they
work
but
gate W. H. Andrews by the largest majority ever given appearance
bined With Lady Chorus.
of being In earnest, und seem honest, Some
The Beit Methods,
any republican candidate for that position. They will of the Important
Second Part.
carry the assembly according to present indications by spectors, but ii department h have only one or' two bet-InBEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer not only in mixing and baking, but
Olio of Pleasing Vaudeville
is said these conditions are to be
PER TON
eleven to one in the council and by at least eighteen and tered. In
$6.50
Specialties.
the sheep-killin- g
- 1B1
of the Swift plant, one
also in taking care of and selling
probably twenty In the house of representatives.
Pnnnf. Automatic
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
Tiny doctor in long while robe andbeds
Colorado, Blk Ma
One ACROBATS,
seen.
long
was
hools
MARCHES.
MUSICAL
PER TON
$6.50
are niost likely to carry tho following counties for coun- only was passing
Cornar Fifth and Railroad Annuo the bread. If you want the best
on the cattle. The hog has more atACTS,
DRILLS,
SONG
HITS,
ty officials: Mo Arriba, Taos, Colfax, Mora. San Miguel, tention,
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
three
inspectors
staLATEST
MUSICAL
being there at different
NUMBERS,
Guadalupe. Santa Ke, Torrance, Sandoval. Herualillo, tions. More
QUARTETTES.
will
he
at
shortly,
work
however,
OCTETTES,
and
McKlnley, Valencia. Socorro, Otero and Dona Ana. They
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
PIONEER BAKERY,
CHORUSES BY
LADY MEMof the later processes an absolute innovhave good fighting chanen in Lincoln, Union, Quay, Luna ationreinforces
BERS.
ELECTRICAL
EFFECTS.
AND
AOUTH riRStr UTRCtT.
first
this
EXCHANGED
307
apparent
the
of
insufficiency
and Grant. They will make a better showing than is ex- Inspection.
Fertilizer, hides, soap and, as the humor- Concluding With the One-Ac- t
Comedy
Association Qffleo
pected In Chaves, K.ldy and Hoosevelt. This is the sitMILL WOOD
BIG
LOAD
OF
would have one believe, the squeals of the pigs
I
'
Transaction
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
uation as much as It can be determined from reports at ists
SUSIE'S BAND.
the only tilings in the big plants which escape governGuaranteed THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
present, four days before election. The chances for in- ment inspection.
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
creasing democratic victories are decidedly hinall."
rosenfieid's,
Govern m exauiiimt ions are thorough, nuiking it
Seats on sale Saturday, Nov. 3, at
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
necessary for iusiiectors to know their business and the 9 a. m. Election returni will be read
The peoples ticket supporteis are
them502 80UTH FIRST STREET.
NO. 118 West Silver Avenue.
sulci inspection of inspectors by inspectors seems to fom the stage.
HAIR WORK.
selves in their bliud rage against the friends of the re- reduce the p
J. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.
A
.ssihilily of coriupiion to a minimum.
publican ticket in Hernalillo county. MacPhersou sent lay Inspection
Alums Council No. 1. 1). of p., will
Mr. Km hei ford, ai hom to auyouo
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
a long telegram to the Santa Fe railroad headquarters meat dulled by of the yards improves an appetite for hoi, a regular meellng Thursday SEE
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
WAL- HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW wanting huir work done, every Wedthe surfeit of former disclosures.
'Veiling at li o'clock.
CLASS.
nesday, at D17 South Uroadway.
TON'S Df.UG STORE.
new-dea-

.
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little to and to the account of the tragedy at Kl Paso contained in yesterday's Citizen, except
that the negro boy who was reported
as fatally wounded Is now dead. His
name erroneously given as Parsons,
was John Glover and his age 14 years.
At the time the bullet struck him he
was at some distance from the scene
of the fighting, a building occupied by
the Popular saloon Intervening be
tween the spot where he fell nnd the
murderer Rodriguez. The bullet which
caused his death passed through the
rear window of the saloon and out of
the front door on El Paso street.
it was hIbo found that an addition
must be made to the list of Injured,
In the person of Yoslnte Hernandez,
a Mexican lsry, who was shot in the
foot.
His wound Is not considered
serious. The injury received by Po
lice Officer Herold is also reported to
be slight.
An examination of the body of Rod
riguez shows that he was shot six
times, three times In the face and
three times In the back. It Is be
lieved that a bullet which entered Just
3bove the left eye Is the one that
fighting
ended the man's desperate
and his life at the same time.
Maria Sanchez, the wife of Rod
riguez, over whose dead body the murderer conducted the flrBt few minutes
of his defense, was found to have
been shot throtigh the right side of
the head, the bullet lodging in the
Jawbone. It is thought that she died
within a few minutes after receiving
he shot.
Among eye witnesses of the affair,
accounts difftr greatly, which is nat
ural when the fact that It was viewed
from so many different points is taken
into consideration.
During the fight.
Rodriguez fired at his besiegers from
three sides of his home, which was
completely surrounded. It is even
said that one man succeeded in reach
ing the roof of the house from which
he fired at random. Thousands of bul
lets were found In the walls and fur
niture and the wonder Is that, many
more casualties did not result from
the fight.
Rodriguez Is credited with being a
man of considerable Intelligence and
was once captain of rurales In the
state of Chihuahua, Mexico, his commission being among the effects pre
served froln the destruction of yes
terday. His murdered wife is shown
by her pictures to be an attractive
and more than ordinarily intelligent
woman. The revolver with which
Rodriguez did so much damage Is an
an loin at to one of small caliber.
There

GEORGE A. KASEMAN
During the past twenty years the-- edge of Bernalillo county's affairs.
city of Albuquerque haK furnished The benefit of Mr. Kaseman's acwith prominent men in all
a
of
largo
Bernalillo quaintance
number
parts of the territory, as well as his
county's reprewentativeK
to the ter- high standing with New Mexico's exlepitilature. ' No man who ecutive officers and the various county
ritorial
has ever anpircd to the honor of rep- - delegations to I'm legislature, cannot
resenting the county In the legisla be
Although his
has duties as deputy United States martive halls of the territory
e
been uble to stand before the
shal have kept him away from the
with a cleaner personal and pub- city a large part of the time for the
lic record or more ample proof of fi- iast Ave years, lessening his opportness for the. position than (Jeorse A. tunity for an
:tenslve general acKaseman, the city's nominee for the quaintance, he Is well and favorably
house on the regular republican ticket. known among the prominent men of
Mr. Kaseman has been a resident of the community and
candidacy
his
rhe territory for nineteen years, and t ears the endorsement of the best peoof Albuquerque for fourteen years. Mo ple of Albuquerque and the county.
is a native of Pennsylvania, a college
Though yet a young man, Mr., Kaseman, and for the past ten years has man has earned a prominent place in
been identified in a business way with an official and business way, and his
some of Albuquerque's and New Mex- record is that of a self-maman, and
ico's most important enterprises, mid one which bears no question of taint
is a large holder of Albuquerque real or criticism.
estate. Kor the past live years he has
In his campaign Mr. Kaseman has
held the responsible posit ion ot chief pledged his support ' in unqualified
deputy United States marshal for New terms to the pledges of the party platMexico, with headquarters at Albu- - form for a belter primary law and the
querqne.
reduction of fees and salaries of counDuring the first few. years of his ty officers. His ability to safeguard
ase- - and promote the county's interests in
residence in New Mexico Mr.
man was connected with the Harvey the complicated requirements of the
hotel System at Dealing, I. as Vegas legislative assembly, is generally acand Albuquerque, and later was em- - knowledged by those who know most
ployed for three years In the offices of! intimately the man and his untiring,
the auditor nnd general attorney of conscientious work as a federal officer
ihe Santa Ke Railway company here, and a promoter of several ot the ternnd upon the removal of the general ritory's most Important business enoffices to I.os Angeles, he decided to terprises.
A man of character, ability
remain in Albuquerque and was em- and unquestioned Integrity, Mr. Kaseployed as local ticket agent for four man is in a position to earn for the
years. His duties have taken him to county not only a valuable prestige
all parts of the territory, enabling him through a large personal influence,
to acquire a large acquaintance with but to s'and consistently aud effectthe people and conditions of every1 ively for the legislation which the
section, as well a a thorough knowl best Interests of the countv demand.
d.
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ONLY ENOUGH
TO

GET

FORCE
HIM

Is

OUTSIDE

The amount of force a man is permitted to use In ejecting an undesirable person from his place of business,
was the subject of a little lecture
Judge Crawford gave 1.. Dionitio, proprietor of the Olorleta saloon oil First
street, this morning.
L'rbana Sanchez, a native, was arrested about a o'clock last night by
Patrolman Highbargain. He got Into
an altercation with the proprietor of
the Olorieta who ejected him from the
place. In the melee Urbana's eye received a swift Jab and this brought
out the Uetnre from iIip bench.
"Understand, you are to use only
sufficient force to eject a man from
your place, as Is necessary to get him
outside. You have no right to
blin," said the judge after Dioniclo's
recital of how (lie Rff.iir occurred.
Sanchez, whose name occurs frequently iu ti,e archives of lh police'
court, where he )as been tried for
wife beating, drunkenness and other
otTinses, was given ten days.
Aurelia Moya Had Too Many.
Aurelia Moya was thlrsiy yesterday
afternoon and lie proceeded to take
aboard a loud of booze. Ho bad some
trouble in locating the pavement with
bis feet when he was taken into custody.
Tliis morning Judge Crawford
lisped five or five, whin Aurelia
pleaded guilty to being drunk. Aurelia
bad no trouble in locating the change
and liquidated.

'

NATION FOOLED
THE GAMBLING FRATERNITY

During her recent visit ot Roswell
Carrie Nation, the Kansas joint
smasher, created quite a furore by her
presence but she evidently left her
hatchet behind for she did not at
tempt to use It. The festive Carrie,
after lecturing to a crowd in the Pres- oyterlan church, drove to "Hinkle"
the gambling place, located outside of
the city limits. She was met. by one
of the proprietors of the place and
PROBABLY WORKING
d
shown everything In sight. She
the gamblers and players about
the business they were conducting
BY FIRST OF JANUARY and
supporting but said she blamed
the United States government and
President Roosevelt more than any
E1G
SAWMILL
NEAR
DOMINGO one else for gittnting licenses to such
businesses. Carrie then climbed back
WILL PUT OUT 60.000 FEET
into her carriage and departed while
A DAY.
he gambling fraternity, breathed
a
sigh
relief. She said her smashing
Sawmill machinery, pumps, piping days of
were over at least for the time
and other appurtenances for the mill being.
'
A. Kaseman in
of 1. A. Dye and
tilt Jcmez forest, twenty-thre- e
mtles LADIES OF THE MACCABES
front Domingo will probably be placed
ORGANIZE AT LOS CRUCES.
so lhat the mill will be in operation
Mrs. Wright, state organizer for the
by the first of January.
These will order of the
of
Maccabees
be
Teams of the World, organized the
from St. I.ouis.
a hive at Uos
are now hauling part of the niachin Cruces last
and the following
ery 1o the mill site in wagons from officers were week
elected:
Commander,
the railroad station.
Mattri Faris; lieutenant commander,
K.
V. Carscallen of Albuquerque Frances H. Strong;
record keeper,
will he superintendent of the logging Bessye Case; finance keeper. Pauline
and V. I.. Shadrach will have charge Stahl: chaplain, Sara Maloney; serof the mill. .Mr. Shadrach was form geant, Jennie! Arntijo; mistress-a- l
erly superintendent of a saw mill at arms. I.eora McDonald; sentinel,
Livingston, Texas.
Leona Speare; picket. Susie McDonThe mill, which will employ about ald; first banner bearer, Klizabetli
350 men and half its many teams, per
late; second banner bearer, Klizabetli
haps, ttiil have a capacity of 00,000 Quesenberry; third banner bearer,
feet of rough sawed lumber, whifth May For wood;
first color beaT.
will be planed at Domingo where
Katberine Fountain; captain of in"
pi iiiing mill w ill be buill.
guards, Caddie Kellogg.
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MAHARA'S

MINERS

MINSTRELS

BY

BLOWN

platform

UP

PREMATURE EXPLOSION

he tins not yet found anything wrong
with them. That should be n recom-

mendation.

It tin Mil linmxt

What splendid ir.icrlficrs Field and
election to have one representative of
Ihe republican party on the board of Marion me making for tho reformation of the republican party. If re- election :
form was needed there might be some
It Is admitted
that Albright has ,excns for republicans doing it; but
made the best assessor the county ha those two probably have an object not,
frver had. Why change him off on a 'to the benefit of the republicans.
specillatioi'?
Wlio stands responsible for the mis- -,
deeds
the candidates on the fusion
The morning mudslinger continues ticket, of
if their careful selection of the
to defar.ie the characters of men long Judges
and election re-- !
respected citizens of this county; and suits inof registration
being given the offices?
their
all for the county printing.
It Is not on record that it has a plat-- j
form or anything else counting for
,
,,
......
na Cl'lu ci linn poltical respectability.
Vim.. ' . l.'.-,i i iipt-- i
wi (.tin
.gi.um
lw..n iiimilnat..,! I... 4ha rlpmfwrnf j if
Otero and Dona Ana counties for the
The livening Cltizjen Is reliably Inhouse', to onnose H. B. Hon of l.as formed that B. Ruppe, candidate on
Cruces.
the people's ticket, is importuning re- publican voters to scratch Ortiz af.fl
According to the mudslinger " 'Sla- - vote for Ruppe and Kaseman. He
vio and Frank Hubbell" are running offers to get a vote for Kaseman for
f'ir all the offices, but the voters are every vote given to Ruppe on the regoing to vote for the candidates of the publican ticket. Here's an "honest"
republican ticket.
candidate on the people's ticket.
1

v..i

j

on the two

RUG DEPARTMENT is a revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
.
from tho best looms.
OUR

ALBERT FABER
....

Candidates
llckets'
this county are using tho malls for
campaign purposes. Quite a number
have had circulars and letters printed
and are distributing them lo the voters. Good Idea and one If properly
Tht
tetinKl l.o na havn ell . executed that may bring good results.
deavored to make a clean fight, and Postmaster Hopkins' receipts for Unthat in face of the temptation offered cle Sam will amount to
by the past, deeds of many of the can- from now until after the election.
didates on the mongrel ticket.
A telegram from Charles F. Spider,
The particular use to which that at Bernalillo, denies the rumor that
$21,1100 collected
In
two years for B. M. Sandoval had withdrawn his
mo re. name from the people's ticket of Sanfcerilnc nrlnnnpi'H la In
mains a mystery, if the great saving doval county as a candidal for sherciauueu ny renecto is not ail not air. iff of that county. Mr. Spu.ler says
Mr. Sandoval Is still In the rice, and
The fusionlsts started out claiming Is willing to bet money that be (Santo be republicans, and Insisted npon doval! Is elected sheriff on November
recognition as such, but It Is now un fi. His com pot II or for the office Is
derstood that they are actually sup Cornello Sandoval, a relative, but
porting me democratic candidate Tor friends of Kmllinno are confident that
delegate.
the latter will be elected.

And now the mudslinger
accuses
Chairman Hubbell of offering- a bribe
to an election judge. Wliat good
would one election judge do. even If
Irregularities were contemplated? The
charge is silly.

In

Only in Use Two

New and

& CO.,

the Casino l:tst night University
Stag
students presented "Snobson's
Party," a farce, and a fair sized
crowd Kite ted the amateur Thespians.
Joseph Fried berg scored a pronounced
success with his Dutch comedy ami
Joe Seoul gave a correct imitation of
Anna Held. Albert Clancy made a
talk in the native dialect which was
well received.
Klwood Albright
the role of a tragedian of the
old school and J. Ralph Taschcr was
acceptable as an Italian fruit vtndor.
One of the fea'ures of the entertainment, was the l.earnard & I.iude-man- n
"Kid" band, w hich rendered several pieces creditably under the
of acting leader B. D. Havens.
A short danciug program followed
the show and the students were the
recipients of much felicitation upon
the success of their happy
lead-erstii-

117 Gold Avenue

a

The district attorney has been one
year and a half searching the books
left by Tom Hubbell when he was re- moved from the sheriff's office,, and Chico.

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, lf 8h9 teUg y0Q t0 or
a
act of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no e reuse, (if you ahowd t
get the order), that yon could mat
find it, for erery first-clacroaat
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill alwmyi
find good bread, good biscuits,
pastry and most Important ot aA.
good cheer td greet you wfcen y-- a
come home for your dinner. Try H
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreea si
all others.

REPUBLICAN

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

How can Slir refurm tho rm-nf
the assessor? He has not yet promised to demand anything less than his
4 per cent, and some new office furniture, as the nresent fiirnitiiro Is not
good enough for him, if elected.
I

j

SPEAKER

THE FAIL

PRECINCT

13 MEETING WAS VERY
LARGELY ATTENDED DESPITE
FACT THAT ROMERO
ORDERED CLANSMEN TO
I
A
CT IU A

M. BERGER,

TICKETS PRINTED FDR

GIVEN WARM RECEPTION

FRENCH BAKERY

E

--

MITTEE3 BY PROBATE
CLERK.

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & OOWYER, Proprietors T

Probate Clerk A. K. Wulker has
had printed the official election tickets for Bernalillo county and has
turned them over to the chairman of
the republican and of the democratic
Independent republican committees.
The tickets will be distributed by
these officials to Ihe various precincts.
.. t
.. ttnl.Al ....
fin ihn w i (r n
m.ar ,he names of W h tmimw. .
;the candidate for delegate to con-,,. str!i,K,
s
ft.rPS am, tn1
(an candidates for legislative and

Despite the fact that "Boss" 'Jesus
1JUTTER NUT
FINK LINK OF
Ronuro had told all his clansmen to
stay away, the republican meetlng
OVKKS
BREAD
held ut the court house last night;
Home-Madon Hand.
Better
Always
Than
was attended by a packed house and
Chairman H. O. Bursum and Prof.
Carrera, the only speakers, were loud-All tity and Uutside Orders Promptly Attended to
o
g
ly applauded.
Bolh spoke on party
lines specifically, giving little notice
local politics, other than to advise
A
A
A
to support the party,
A A
A
Af
f
R. C. Kly of D mins did not speak as rol,ty offices. On the democratic-InstateIn the Morning Journal.
dependent republican ballots, no name
of candidate for delegate appears and
the si.ace is left blank. On tho dele-THE
PfllflnJICT
vtu' Question, the republican who will
IllL uULUlllul
'
vote for the
The telephone makes the
The telephone preiervee your
fiPf flf C ' republican ticket willlllsovote for demo- MllL UlT!,,vvvs al"'
niauy
health, prolongs your life and
duties lighter, the cares less,
icrats as Andrews' name has been
protects your horns.
posted in the blank space. Some
and the worries fewer.
Yesterday was the last day of the democrats of course will vote vote for
che-aI
liomeseekersrates to Cali
jin aolo.
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
fornia thai have been in vogue on tho
Santa Fe the past few months and
throe trains Nos. 1, and three trains RAIN SOAKS THROUGH
Nos.. 7, passing through the city last
.
fc
fc
fc
fc
i
i
i
r. i
i
i f
.i ii
night loaded to the guards with pasCITY
BUILDING
ROOF
sengers told vividly of the scramble
made at the eleventh hour to take
advantage of them. The rate from
The rain of lasl night soaked
Chicaeo to Los Anireles was 1.1.1. and
from Kansas City and Missouri river '"'ougn me rooi oi uu cuy uuuuing
points the price was only 125. Each aW s,' 011,1 x'.reet and Tljeras avenue
DRUGGISTS ,
of the six trains last' night carried "1"! a quarter section of plastering
111
,ne
Judge
office
of
Crawford
eleven cars, including mail and bag - i'1"
Matl Orders Filled Same Day Received.
gage cats. The first arrived about nd Chief .Mc.Miinn. A man was en- gageu
up
me uenns tais
on lime inn (tie last, a No. 7. did not
in cleaning
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
until late this morning and the morning and scrubbing the floor
passengers on it were given breakfast"' where the mass had fallen.
at the local Harvey house.
"If a lime rain like that of lasl
night will causo that much damage,
Finest Whiskies
you'll have to get a divfng bell when
INTERESTING ITEMS
it storms," was suggested to Judge
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Crawford. Why don't the city fix
tile roof?"
PfopV.
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
FROM CARRIZOZO
"The city don't own the building;
SAMPLE AND
it only leases it. Anyway, if you were
to start patching it you would have I J
West Railroad Avence
CLUB ROOMS
Special Correspondence.
to put on a new roof
who
The story or the Arkansan
Carizozo, Oct. 31 Ground Is being
rokcn for laying the foundation, for '"bl an lminisii ive northern man the
the Carrlzozo bank building, and work reason lie didn't fix his leaky roof was
on account of the rain which was fall- will soon begin on the masonry.
wl"'u ,h
bone ifc roor
Miss Minnie Bowen ot Nogal has '"K
accepte-a position as assistant to Ui.in'l need fixing, was sprung.
Nome day the whole shack will
Grain, Groceries and Fresh
Postmaster l.acy, the duties of this
iiiivil ttiili a ni'w city hall," was
office having grow n loo heavy for one
AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUIT8 AND VEGEPOULTRY
PRUSSIAN
i
person to handle.
ii luniiiu'iii of Clilff McM illin.
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
agent
K.
special
Dauglury,
J.
for
Both Phones.
501 North First Street.
Had a Close Call.
the Siriugfleld Fire & Marine lnsur-- '
A dangerous surgical op ration, in- company
ance
of hpringtleld, Mass.
spent Sunday and Monday here and volviug ihe removal of a malignant
e stablished
agency at this nicer, as large as my hand, liom my
a
daughter's hip, was prevented by the
point.
James M. Sininis moved to his application of Buckleu's Arnica Salve"
at ths
THE CETLEB RATED
homestead claim about three quarters says A. C. Stlckel, of Miletus. W. Va. Champion Grocery and Meat Market
completeuse
Salve
the
of a mile from town yesterday.
of
"Persistent
Tljeras
and
Seventh
Cor.
Hon. George A. Chamberlain, Uni-- ly cured it." CureB cuts, burns and A choice line of Imported Good a DO.-WHISKted States consul at Pernambuco, injuries. :T.c at aM druggists.
irect from Italy.
Brazil, spent a few days in our town.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
F,NE BANANAS, CRAPES AND
Ibis week Ihe guest of Ira O. Wet- Remember, we bandle the best
.,.
FRUITS FRESH IN
ALL OTHER
groTOMORROW MORNING. CALL AND meats and a full line of choice
ceries.
GROCERY
THE
FINEST
SEE
FRESH VEGETABLES
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
STORE IN THE SOUTHWEST. J. W.
e.
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
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The St. Elmo
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ELECTION

AND TURNED OVER TO PROPER
OFFICERS OF CENTRAL COM-TH-

l

Hay,

1

ilu-tin- .

i

J. F. PALMERMeats,

ii-

JUST RECEIVED

-

F.

O.

ANDERSON

A CO.

Y hiv niiw

i..,-i-

haw

liiipiii

Highland Rooming House

In tliut in.

California lieaii lettuce and n
and C'alli
Tin
i'i;rintiles.
Monarch

o

MRS. M. E. HEIXDL,

h full linn nf n: Mve

n- -

CLUB HOUSE

BEST

ON

THE MARKET.

FLOUR
FOUND

New Furniture, Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
"OOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

Bottled

In

EY

Bend.

TheGeo.T.StaggCdi
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

'lew Building.

ONLY AT MALOY'S.
DANCEI
DANCE! DANCE!
AT COLOMBO HALL EVERY SATADMISSION
60c.
URDAY NIGHT.
LADIES FREE.
Ask for "jAFFm'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other,

Prop.

ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.

n

PANCAKE

4

tf

1

Al

Ranges

Second-han- d

BORRADAILE

I

Condition

Months--Perf- ect

i

fur-nisht-

SNOBSON'S STAG PARTY

Staab Building

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

loe-a- l

IN

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

The republican county com in ii tecs
of Guadalupe and Quay counties have
endorsed the wltndrawal of Manuel C.
de Baca as the candidate of the party
for member of the legislative council
from the Fifth council district, composed of the counties of San Miguel,
Quay and Guadalupe, and have endorsed the substitution for Mr. Baca
and the nomination of James S. Duncan of San Miguel county for the position. All matters connected with
this nomination have been satisfactorily settled and It looks as if Mr.
Duncan will receive a very handsome
majority In the district over bis opponent, KduRrdo Martinez of Anton

ei'cloplr Weilneu.liiv. f iruiirn in
At
Charles Melsner and H. J. Arnold
were blown up on the third level of
THIS BIG AGGREGATION WILL BE the Copper Hill mine, near Globe, by
AT ELKS' THEATER TUESa premature explosion, Having drilled
DAY NpVERBER 6.
into a loaded hole Kfelener u'a terri
bly mutilated and died an hour and a
The big Mahara ministries will play nan later inter nis removal to the hosa one iiigni engagement at the Klks pital. Arnold had both arms broken
and hi. body is filled with particles
theater Tuesday, November 0. The of
rock. His recovery is doubtful.
COUlUanV is one of tllH lieut ort';inl7B
tions of this class on the road, and
MEETINGS.
will no doubt repeat Its former sucThe Woman's Relief Corps and the
cess in Albuquerque.
Ladies of the Grand Army of the ReThey carry thirty people, iwelvt public held meetings this afternoon,
of whom are females. The nlertain the former at the home of Mrs. Mulliineni given by them is more on file gan, corner of Coal avenue ami Fifth
s
order of a musical comedy and
street, and the latter at the home of
two hours and'-- half of pure Mrs. Coleman, 5u9 North Street.
unalloyed amusement, carrying you
There will be a regular meeting of
back to the time of happy childhood Adah Chapter. No. 5,
O. K. S.. this
lays. A coterie of fuuuy comedians evening at 7:30. By
order of Worthy
iieaiiea by Tim Owsley, Billy Young Matron. Laura Fluke, secretary.
'leo. TaVlor lilllv Rnu-ri- i
in,l th.
Special communication of Temple
Uluniesl of all fun iirinlii.-f.rtiiifns lodge
fi. A. F. & A. M., Saturday
Rastns. The female portion of the eveningNo.at 7:30
Work in the
lumpany were selected for their abil Master Mason's o'clock.
degree. By order of
ity id sing and dance
W. M. J. C. Ferger. secretary.
FOR SATURDAY.
voice that has been carefully trained Ihe
A nun siood talking to a friend at
"in ue nam uii; numbers executed by
FRESH LIMA BEANS
them are liot'n graceful un.i
the corner of Second street and Railj
FRESH GREEN BEANS
ing. Nothing is old or hackneyed with road avenue ibis morning about S:3o
FRESH WAX BEANS
mis company u i claimed. New songs o'clock wiih a muddy bicycle across
CALIFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE
new dances, special scenery atld ef the approach to ihe crossing
upon
NATIVE CELERY
led, are carried. There will be a big which he leaned while he conversi'd,
MICHIGAN CELERY
free street parade from the theater oblivious to the fact that no less than
SPINACH
tiy ttie entire company headed by Pirof. ten people, who wished lo get across
FRESH TOMATOES
.M.ii'uie s mimary
and.
the muddy street were compelled to
NEW NUTS OF ALL KINDS.
step in the gutter nnd walk clear
NEW POP CORN.
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
DONE around his companion, the bicycle mid
HUBBARD SQUASH.
SUBJECT TO YOUR OWN APDnnu. himself.
Pedesirians were rapidly
GIVE US YOUR ORDERS AND)
AL AT THE NEW STAR TIN SHOP. wearing a path around the inuii a:id YOU
WILL GET THE BEST GOODS
LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR the man's bicycle and the man's friend
AT THE LOWEST PRICES. f
315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTOw hen he suddenly mount, d his w heel
'
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
MATIC PHONE 648.
and rode away.
"Good Thingi to Eat."
j
111

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

.

The legislature will certainly bo republican, and what can the 'mongrel
candidates expect to accomplish? Vote
tor the Interests of Albuquerque nnd
cast a republican ticket.

CARRIE

lec-ture-

JUDGE
CRAWFORD
DELIVERS
LECTURE ON EJECTING UN.
DESIRABLE PERSONS IN
POLICE COURT

STUDENTS STAR

In-

lirm

PAGE FIVE.

pointers

P0LITICAL
The goiheads have no
What tlo they stand for?

OF PASS CITY

List of Casualties Now
clude Four Dead and
Two Wounded.

EVENING CITIZEN.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES,
STORE.
FEE'S

KREA
'

E

MELINI

& EAKIN

Sola Agents.

Albuqumrqum, N. M.
AutouMttlc Pbons, 19.
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ALBUQUEftQUE
The outcome of the suit In watcheil
with sreat Interest here ng It Is
brought to determine whether or not
a sl ckholder, under the laws of Colorado has a right to go Into and examine a, ir.Ino simultaneously with the
examination of the books nd records
f tho company Involved.' Tho case Is
expected to last a few days.

ENGIISH

EXPERIMENTS

PERMANENT ROAD RACING
AUTOMOBILE COURSE
New York, Nov. 2. The committee
appointed liy John Karson, president
of the American Automobile nshocta-tloto consider all tho plans offered
for h permanent road racing course
have prepared their report but It has
Cotton In Korea Said to Be not
yet been made public. The committee consists of W. K. Vanderbllt,
Eminently Successful in
J. I)e. Mont Thompson and A. n.
It Is stated, however, that
Quality and Quantity.
the Shinnirk Hills region of Ixng Island has been recommended.
When
the report is considered by the asso
ciation tbe work will be nroceeded
NEIV YORK CITY GIVES

IN RAISING

n

HON.

Mill

CII IZE1T.

EVENING

B. CIIIIDERS

it ree;

Regular Republican Candidate For the
Territorial Legislative Council
From This District.

t.

iwd.X

it ree;

Handsome Ptomium
Assortments in all departments are COMPLETE. We guarantee our prices and the quality of our goods and respectfully invite the public to visit our store.

SCHOOLS

EVENTS

a

With every cash purchase of from $1.00 to $20.00 a

with at once.

83,003,000 10

MAtruDFA
"vvbifiscn

PRIDAV

-
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Other News

Items From the
AMERICANIIISTORY
Country at Large. Gathered For
Readers of The Citizen.
Octojer 28

txmdon, Nov.
I'ou&ulttr reports
from Korea stato that tho country
is very rich. The t xjierituental farms
established clearly demonstrate that
the southern provinces sre admirably
suited for cotton growlnR. Three-qua- r
ters of a million acres have Iieen exIerlniented on and undoubtedly show
a great future. The yields so far are
showing thrice the native crop while
the cotton Is ot longer fiber and finer
quality.
SIMPLIFIED SPELLING IN
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2. On and
After today the simplified system will
he used In all government documents.
The replies thereto from state departments and local bodies are expected
In the same form.
CORPORATIONS MUST MAKE
RETURNS IN GEORGIA
Atlnnta. Ga., Nov. 2. Secretary of
State Phil. Cook recently Issued certified statements for registration and
the blanks for returns to all corporations In the state. As required by act
of legislature all corporations must
liave In their returns today.
INDIANA

CONGRESSMAN
RESIGNS FOR JUDGESHIP
Washington. D. C Nov. 2. Today
ihe resignation tendered by Congressman Newton W. Gilbert of the 12th
Indiana district takes effect. Mr. Gil-le-

rt

has proceeded to Manila where
lie lias been appointed a federal Judge.
WOMEN

ENGAGED IN
FOREIGN MISSION WORK
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 2. The annual

meeting of the Women's Foreign Missionary society was held in the M. E.
church, hero today. The special business was Ihe apportionment of funds
to the several branches of the foreign
missionary work. The sum apportioned amounted to over $500,000.
DISTINGUISHED CANADIAN
AUTHOR AND DIVINE
Minneapolis, Nov. 2. Ralph Connor
(Rev. C W. Gordon) of Winnipeg is
In this city and will officiate at the
dedication of the Grace Presbyterian
church. The Rev. Mr. Gordon, who
writes under the nom de plume of
"Ralph Connor" has written stories of
Canadian and Northwester life which
have become classic. He has adopted
a style of his own, which has become
extremely popular all over the world.
EIGHT MILLIONS MORE
FOR NEW YORK SCHOOLS
New York, Nov. 2. It was decided
today that the .recent appropriation
by the board of estimate of $8,000,000
for new schools in the city will
I? provided by the ealo of city bonds.
So quick is the city extending especially in Brooklyn that schools have to
e built in all directions to meet the
requirements.
FAMILIAR FIGURE IN

STOCK EXCHANGE
New York City, Nov.

RETIRES
2. Jacob
Field, one of the best known figures
among the floor traders of the stock
exchange here retired today owing to
ill health. The business of Jacob Field
and company will, however, be continued by Wm. B. Oliver, Jr., and Mr.
Win. 11. Kahn, two other partners In

the

firm.

NEW PAYMASTER

GENERAL

FOR AMERICAN

NAVY

Washington, D. C, Nov. 2. Eustace
B. Kogers until recently pay director
of the navy today assumed the office
of paymaster general and took over
the uutiap. Mr. Rogers takes the
plac-of General Harris, who announced his intention of retiring sometime
ago but at the special request of the
president he remained in office until
his sucessor was selected.
QUAIL SHOOTING NOW
ON IN OLD BAY STATE
Boston, Mass., Nov. 2. The quail

season opened yesterday and a number of pportsnKn wended their way
with dog and gun to tho more secluded parts of the state, bnots were
beard bright and early In all the country towns, as the sportsmen peppered
away at tine birds. The taking oft of
the month of October from the open
reason bus had good effect for the
number of quail lias sbstantlally increased. A good season Is expected.
SOME CHANGES

AMONG

EPISCOPAL CLERGYMEN
Aberdeen. S. D., Nov. 2. Rev J. W.
IIslop of Sioux Falls, 8. D., has ac
cepted a call from St. Marks Episcopal
hnreh of this city to assume charge
of tli piirlsh. He commences duties
today.
M. y. Montgomery, who
lias I en lector of the church for the
past ieven years, has taken charge
of the Lead and Deadwood churches,
which have been without a rector
lnce the conviction ot the Rev. O. C
Cane in connection with the land
Jraudb.
H'-v-

COLORADO

MINE OPERATORS
HAVE SOME TROUBLES
Co' ot ado Springs, Colo., Nov. 2.
"l'je case of James F. Burns,
lent or the Portland Gold Mining
company. Who petitioned the district

1492
1638

1C4C

1701
1776

1871

4.-

Cuba first visited by Columbus.
General court at. Boston makes
provision for the erection of a
college.
John Kliot preaches to the In
dians In a wigwam at Nonatum,
Mass., the first sermon ever
preached In the Indian native
tongue.
City of Philadelphia chattered
ny William Penn.
Washington defeated by Gen
eral Howe at battle of White
Plains.
William M. Tweed, the New
York political boss, arrested
and released under $2,0(ki,0ik
bond.

President Cleveland dedicates
the Bartholdi Statue of Liberty
In New York harbor.
1833
Mayor Carter H Harrison of
Chicago, assassinated by Patrick K. Prendergast.
October 29
727
New
England shaken by an
Earthquake.
777
Washington retires to White
Marsh, below Philadelphia.
782 Congress
accepts
the land
ceded to it bv New York.
810 First Rtfamboat
on western
waters leaves Pittsburg for
New Orleans.
814 The first steam frigate, the nil- ton, is launched.
1884 While a delegation of clergy
men Is culling on James (!.
Blaine. In New York. Dr. Samuel D. Burchard uses the since
famous
"Rum,
alliteration,
Romanism and Rebellion," as
antewith
connected
the
cedents of the democratic party,
contributes largely to the de
feat of Blaine.
October 30
1C73 Sir Ftlmund Andros assumes
the government of New York.
1C83 New York's first popular assembly passes the Charter of
Liberties, enlarging rights and
providing for toleration of all
.
Christians.
1862
proposes
French government
that Great Britain and. Russia
mediate between the north and
south.
October 31
1674
New York city evacuated by
the Dutch.
1C85 1m
Salle, with four armed
French vessels, leaves Lavaca
liver, on the Gulf coast, in
search of the Mississippi, but Is
unsucessful.
Iti87 Governor Andros. of New York,
arrives at Hartford and demands the surrender of Connecticut's liberal charter; it is
taken away after dark by
Joseph Wadsworth and hidden
in the faninus o k.
1753
Washington
George
commissioned by the governor of Virginia to i '.'u.a.stiate against the
erection of French forts in the
Interior.
1765 Governors of all the colonies except Rhode Island, take onth to
execute the stamp act.
1803
Bent
Commodore Preble is
against the ...oors; he runs tho
frigate Philadelphia on a reef,
the officers are made prisoners,
and the crew of 300 men
ISSti

.

Nevada admitted to the Uulon
state.
as the thirty-sixt1S9S United States peace ommission- ers at Paris demand of Spain
that she cede the Philippines.
November 1
65 Stamp act comes into force this
t,
bells
day; flags at
toll, and business suspended
throughout the colonies.
1S.D France removes
its offensive
against American
restrictions
trade.
1S61 Gen. Geo.
B. McClellan ap
pointed commander-in-chie- f
of
the United btates army.
18SJ3
Bill repealing the Sherman sil
ver purchasing act finally passed by congress and sigued by
President Cleveland.
November 2
1772 First town meeting
held in
Boston; committees of correspondence appointed; forerunner of Colonial congress.
1775
Americans under Gen. Mont
gomery capture St. John, N. B.
1783
Washington Issues his farewell
address to the army.
1825 Opening of the Erie canal cele
brated with great ceremony by
the city of Albany.
1852
Franklin Pierce elected president.
1859 John Brown tried at Charles-town- ,
W. Va.. and sentenced to
to bo hanged on a chat go of
"treason, conspiracy and mur
der in the first degree."
Gen. Grant begins his advance
on Vicksburg.
National thanksgiving for the
restoration of peace Is observ1801

h

half-mas-

-

a

at Las Vegas, which he himself helped to frame. He U a candidate for
t lie council from Bernalillo county, on
the regular republican ticket, and if
elected, will use all his ability and
energy to see that all the policies declared for by the party in Its platform will be carried out. His election,
will ba to the advantage of the republican party in the whole territory and
he will prove a consistent supporter
of the territorial administration on
the lines of the platform adopted by
the republican party in the territory.
Mr. Chllders has always been act
ive as a Mason, having been one of
organizers of Temple lodge, the
Wllllam IS. Chllders was born l: the free anil unlimited coinage of the
first Masonic lodge in the city of AlPulaski, Giles county, Tennessee, on silver.
buquerque, and also the Masonic bodOn the U'th day of June, ISKti, be ies subsequently
the 2ith day of March. A. I). J804.
organized in this
was tipptdnted t.i the office of United
His father came to Tennessee from States attorney for New Mexico by city.
Virginia at a very early day in the President Cleveland, as a gold dem-- :
That Mr. Childers will givo a good
history of the state. His mother, whose ocrat,
immediately after the nom- -' account of himself In the legislative
maiden name was Susan Ezc.ll, at a ination and
organized a Gold assembly goes without saying. He is
of Bryan
native of Tennissee and her parents Uemocra'ic club be
in the city of Albu-- : not a man who will sit in the rear In
came there from South Carolina. quurque and secured
members and silence, but will ever be to the fore
Mr. ChiMers' father was
linirlisi; local organizations In different parts and on the aggressive for his cont.
Huge-nostock; his mother of French
of the territory, and did all he could stituents and tor the commonwealth.
He is the oldest living son oi' o develop a sentiment against free His legal acumen, experienceand
M
linfour children, having one brat her
s iver nnd for the gold standard in knowledge will be of great service to
ing at Pulaski, Tenn., and two sisters the territory. He
assembly In framing laws, and
took a full delcga-ti'i- the
M
In Nashville.
He was educa'.ed iu
with him to the gold democratic that, tie i.i destined for the chairman-- I
the local and private schools of bis convention which whs held in Indian- ship of the law committee of thc eoun- - M
birthplace until he was prepared for apolis In September, 1896, and which cil Is written in the stars.
college. He matriculated
at what nominated Palmer and Buckner. Mr.
H
was then Washington collego ou. the (..miners appointment was a recess
$100 Reward, $100.
16th day of September, 1S7. At that appointment anil he was confirmed
The' renders ot this paper will bo plean-- d M
time Robert E. l.ee was tho praldent by the senate in December. 1896. If
to learn that there Is at loawt one
ili'pailed
disease that science ha been
of the institution.
General Lee died Mr. Bryan had
elected It is un- -: utile to euro
on the 12th day of October, 1S70, aud necessary to say that his tncumbe'n-- . i Cutarrh. iti nil its etnges. and that
Hall's Catarrh Cure
the
it then became known as the Wash- cy of "the officii' would have been of niily positive cure now known
to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh belnft a conington and l.ee university. From this short duration. H like hundreds
of stitutional
M
disease, requires a constituInstitution Mr. Childers took the de- thousands of other democrats who tional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure la
grees of bachelor of arts and bach' loaned their assistance to the elec-- taken lnternall, acting
directly upon the M
elor of law. graduating from the law Hon of Mr. McKlnley In 1896, became blood and mucous surfaces of the systhereby destroying the foundation
class and receiving his diploma in permanent members of the republican tem,
f the diseas, nnd giving
patient M
June, 1874. After having spent, a party, and he has consistently sup-- I ."trfi.pth by building up the the
constitution
11
tixNlHting
and
I'm
doing
iu
short time In his native place, nut
work.
ported its policies ever since. Mr. I' he prnprietoronature
have so much faith In Its
he arrived at the age of 21. he was t'hllders was reappointed by Mr. Mc- -. eunulve
rowers that they otfer One
admitted to the bar and located in Kinley during: his second term, in Unniliiil Hollars for any case that It
the city of St. Louis, where he resid (1901, and continued to hold the of- - falls to cure. Send for list of
Address:
ed and devoted himself to his pro- - fice until son... time after M second
K. J. CHUNKY & CO., Tolede, Ohio.
fession until he came to New Mexico, term expired, retiring iu March. 1905. Sold by Iru$;it, 7ir.
Take lfnU' Family fills for
on the first day of January--. 1880. lo- - his successor beinr the nresent tn- cating in Albuquerque about the mid-- ; eumbent of, the oiik-.Ma 'or W. H.
die of March of 1880, somewhat in ill. Llewellyn.
In the Disrriu Court of tlte United
advance of the railway. Here he has
Mr. Chl'.lers was .decr-- H mavor of
States. In- the Second Judicial His-- '
-.
n
i""t'-".t...vu, - iaiiauS
town
the
of Alhiimiuriiiin In th. year
ri t. Territory of New Mexico.
ai"U. kilULCT lit.- nan m'u a icaiiit Lti 1887
auneequenuy ne
two I.i the iiut'ttfr of Mrs. Rutli c. Kuhn,.
ot Aiuuquerque ne nas loaned nn am, years after the town of served
Albuquerque
ibitikriiiit. I:i Bankruptcy, No. 10.
:
u.u
b.iu ii.iuuri.KeH.cuc i
became a city. as. a member
of the To the Creditors of Ruth C. Kuhn, of
.
etytbtng that tended to promote the rItv
,,Q
a
Albuquerque, CTmnty of Rrrnalilb
upbuilding and growth of his. home of the
council. H was alto u
Distrii t Aforesaid. A bankrupt.
city, not only locally, but also as to member cltv
and president of
is hereby given that on the
tile territory generally. lie waa es- - t'.meiitu ..r tm lT,li.n the board ol 1stNotice
day of November, l'Mti, the said
.,.,. v(1r.
pecially active in the early yeans of MHYiri,
Until C. Kuhn, was duly adjudgeut a
the city of Albuquerque, using his
por th., mist ten ven
Mr fhrM.-rbankr.ipt. and that the first meeting
IUUUCV nilA lilt I'llUl LB 111 11117' WllllU'
has
been a strong advocate of state- of her creditors will be held at the
llshment of the present, cuy or aiuu-- , nooa fo,. New Mexicov Hecoming
ap ofnee of M. K. Mickey,
aimquerque upon
peruianeiu iiais oi parent to him that only joint stale- ing, in Albuquerque, on Barnett
the 12tl day
prosperity ami .............
,.,
,,e
lumtl coam
an
naii ne
of November, 190(1, at 10 o'clock In
growth.
ive ornnizer of the Joint Statehood th,- - forenoon, at which time said credMr. Childers was a demoftnuc until league for New Mexico.
nd has done itors nay intend and prove their
the nomination of Bryan in 196. In very efficient work for the promotion claims, appoint a trustte,
examine the
June, 1890. he. was chairman cf the of 'oiat statehood in both New M ex- - bankrupt and transact
such other busdemocratic territorial central com ieo and Arlaonn
iness as may prourly come- before
He- - always stands by the party or-mittee. In 189:1 he was turned down
said meeting.
by the democrats in the territorial gauLzation to which he belongs." He
M. K. HICKEY,
convention because it wa fully re- consistently supports
the platform
Referee in Bankruptcy.
cognized that he did not botieve in adipted by the republican convent ioa
November 1, 106.

James A. Garfltld elected President.
1889 North and South Dakota
admitted to the Union.
November 3
14'J3 Columbus, on his second voy
age, discovers Dominica and
other islands of the Windward
group.
l'2" The Plymouth companv Is or
ganlzed.
1783 The Continental army disbanded by order of congress.
17S6 The congress of the confederation adjourns.
I81.8 (jeti. Grunt elected president.

1880

J.

D.

Eakln, President

Chaa. MelinI, Sirewry
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

O. Gloml, Vice President.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WMOLKtALK

& GIOMI.

DEAi.K3 IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep everything
We

stock to outfit the

In--

most fettldioaa

bar complete

aw.'. be,en aPP,ntel exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jos. a.
Schhtz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries;
Green River, W. H. McBrayei-- a Cedar Brook, Loul. Hunter,Yellowstone.
Mm!
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies to numerous toT.J.
mention
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
8t"4?ht article as received by us from the best
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect our
atoek and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.
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The Albuqusnjus Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD
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VAN TY
From time immemorial moralists have railed
of woman.
Here is a woman, and a
beautiful one at that, who says that vanity is an
imperishable instinct; that vanity, like love, is
one of the great forces that makes the world go
round ; that to be vain is a duty to humanity and
an essential of success.
It's an original view; what is your opinion?
This defense of an old time sin is set forth in our
new magazine

at the vanity

WOMAN
In the November Number
Now on Sale at all News-stan-

I

Faywood

Till:

I'UWNK

A. MUNSI--

$t.00 a year

CO., New York

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACK.

relieves

Hot

I

pai;:.

.

BUILDS

UP THE 8YSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I IDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

! New Mexico

FIRST

CLASS.

FAYVOOD,

Sea 8anU Fa Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R.

ds

10 cents u Copy

Om

ooooooooo.o oxo o oooooco

ed.

court here for an alternative writ ot
mandamus to compel the officers and
lirwtors of the Portland company to
permit him to iuake a thorough Inspection not only of the company's
4ooks and other property.
In h.s
petition Mr. Burns charges gross mis
management, approaching exhaustion
of tin ore reserves in the Portland PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
mine: in Cripple Creek due to the
lack of intelligent exploitation, and euro any case of Itching, Blind. Weedthe exintenci- of ruinous conditions at ing or Protruding piles in ti to It
Ua Port!u..l mill iu O I ralo City. dayj or money refunded. 6iV.

?

.J

a,
Y
X

MALL.

Proprioter

Iron and Braai Castings; Ore, Coal ami Lumber Cars;
ruiieys, . Qrade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columcti aM iroa
BuMdlng-i-

lltftlif,

rroaU

Bepalra oh Mining and tUI Machinery a Bpacialt
fcuadry cut sldo ot railroad track.
aJvjsrke,

lt

M. M.

ft

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

ALBCQDERQUI.

1906.

2,

thirty-seventhouse of rrprcurntatlve,
legislative assembly, seventh

Hot Times

Sinrhez, for member of
of representatives thirty-seventlegislative assembly,' sixth

BRlDGE-BEA-
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AUXILIARY
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Corntr Coal and $ccnd

AIRTIGHT.

Chapped Hands.

EMMONS
D. FURNITURE
MAN

111
j

HOLD

.

'

MEETINGS
Of-

ficers to Serve During
Ensuing Year.

To-pe-

1

PHONES

WHY

RAILROAD

.

TRAVELING WESTWARD
IS ENORMOUS

Joha J. Byrne, assistant passenger
traffic manager of the Santa Fe coast
lines, returned to Los Angeles the
first of the week from a trip east to
size up tho tourist traffic for the winter. He visited New York, Atlantic
City, Philadelphia, Chicago and other
casters points.
"I never saw anythipg like It," he
said. "The railroads are crowded
with all the traffic they can handle.
The Santa Fe Is dally 4.000 cars short
of its orders, despite the fact that it
uses all its recently ordered equipment. This shows a tendency of the
east to move west, and the amount of
household goods being freghted is
enormous.
"In the passenger traffic line everything is crowded. On October 15
every berth on the Santa Fe limited
trains was booked ahead to November 6. The reservations nt the pres-ent time are booked Into tho latter
part of the month. This applies on
all Tallroads running west. The
manager of the Pullman company told
me he had placed an order for 300
Pullmaa coaches to be used in California traffic this winter.
"It seems almost Impossible for the
easterners to spend their money. It
seems almost a lie to say that the annual passenger earnings of railroads
is half a billion dollars. It will seem
even more astonishing when I state
that the half billion of dollars is divided into three portions of 5o, 40
and 10 per cent, representing three
classes of travel. The 50 per tent Is
the sum expended annually In traveling for pleasure. The 40 per cent Is
expended for business travel and the
10 per cept for invalids.
Ibis makes
an even shake of half pleasure and
half necessary travel."

last the democrats of Rio Arriba county ljy some hocus pocus have
managed to put a ticket in the field
for tin; coming election. How it was
done nobody seems 1o know and nobody desires to tell.
At any rate,
here it. is:
C. L. Pollird. Felix Garcia. Francisco Lopez, Jose R. Martinez, B. A.
for delegates to tho constitutional convention, under act or congress, approved June Ifi. lituC.
sixtieth congress.
J. H. Crist, for member of thet ,.icoun
i
i
cil of the thirty-seventii'Kibiuuve
assembly, third district.
William Hutler, for io'inbr f th

built.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X
0
0
0
0

SANTA

FE TO CHANGE
TIME AT EL PASO.
Beginning Sunday. Nov. 4, the Santa
I V passenger
will leave El Paso at 8
o'clock in the evening instead of 9
o'clock, as has )een the schedule in

the past. The train from the north j
will arrive at v.v) In the morning. Hie
new time being ten minutfs earlier
than the old time of arrival.
There is to be a general change In
the Hchedule on the entire Santa Fo
system Sunday, the El Paso changes
being in conjunction with the general
shifting of arrivals and departures.
George Wixoiu. the Santa Ke fireman who was injutvil in the Corona
wreck several ninu'lis ago. left San
liernardino for the Santa Ke hospital
at I.os Angeles, where he wilt remain
f..l- - DimlKni.
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Harness

FOR ANDREWS

at Reduced
he Following Act Was Passed By the 59th Congress,
through the Efforts of Delegate Andrews and
Became a Law June llth, 1906, A. D.

Prices.
11

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT

THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
NOTION
18 COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

kr'-

J. KORBER

LATEST

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

&

CO.,

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices
MERCHANT

NUE

j

j

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

Meat Market

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
All Kinds of Fresh

UPSTAIRS,
HON. W. H. ANDRKWS.

relating to the liability of where his contributory
ncftllRcncc
common carriers In the District of was slintit and tnat ot tin employer
Columbia and Territories and com-- j was gross in comparison, hut tne
mon carriers encaKOd
commerce damages shall be diminished by the
lietwcen the States and between the jury in proportion to the amount of
States and foreign nations to their' negligence attributable io such employee.
All questions of negligence
employees.
He it enacted by the Senate mid and contributory negligence shall be
House of Representatives of the I'nit- for the Jury.
Sec. i. ' That no contract of emed States of America in Congress assembled, That every common carrier ployment, insurance, relief benefit or
engaged in trade or commerce in the indemnity for Injury or death entered
District of Columbia, or In any Terri Into by or on behalf of any employee,
tory of the United States, or between nor the acceptance of uny such insur
me several States, or between any ance, relief benefit, or indemnity by
Territory and another, or between the person entitled thereto, shall con
any territory or Territories and any stitute anv bar or defense to any ac
State or States, or the District of tion brought to recover damages for
Columbia, or with foreign nations, or personal Injuries to or death of such
between the District of Columbia and employee: Provided, however. That
any State or States or foreign nations' upon the trial of such action against
shall be liable to any of Its em any common carrier the defendant
ployees, or, In case of his death, to may set off therein any sum It has
his personal representRnve for the contributed toward any such Insur
benefit of his widow and children, if nnce, relief benefit or indemnity that
any, If none, then for his parents, if may have been paid to the Injured
none, then for his next of kin depend employee, or, In case of his death, to
ent upon him, for all damages which bis personal representative,
may result from the negligence of
Sec. 4. That no action shall be
any of Its officers, auents, or em- maintained under this Act, unless
ployees, or by reason of any defect commenced within one year from the
or Insufficiency due to Its negligence time the cause of action accrued.
In its cars, engines, appliances, ma
Sec. C. That nothinii in this Act
chinery, track, roadbed, ways "r shall be held to limit the duty of
works.
common carriers by railroads or 1m
Sec. 2. That in all actions here- pair the rights of their employees
brought
against
common
anv
after
under tho
Act of
carriers to recover damages far , per- - March second, eighteen hundred and
sonal Injuries to an employee, or ninety-threas amended April first.
wnere sucn injuries nave resulted in eighteen hundred and ninety-siand
his death, the fact that the employee March second, nineteen hundred aud
may have been guilty of contributory three.
negligence nha!l not bar a recovery;
Approved, .lime 11, l!iwl
An Act

and Salt Meat
Factory.
8auage
Steam
up
merchant tailoring shop Is
EMIL
KLEINWORT.
avestairs over No. 209 West Railroad
Maaonlo Building, North Third Street.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
with Raaoe & Manner.
Office, 115 North First St.
also cleaned and walking sklrtg made)
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
io oraer. uive me a- iriai.
O. BAMBINI
TOTI A ORADI
In Groceries, Provisions, Haj,
Dealers
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Grain and Fuel.
ThfT ofiTom Wffaknww, Int moFine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and onilunttm:rwa
laritybuhtt-vlitur
"
and Clgara. Place jour orders (M
and
tin of nif tint mail on Utry i " l.ins Ma vera
this line with v
to irlr.aat
aitling d
vlopin nt of ortrani and body. No
NORTH THIRD STRUTS,
known remedy for women
V. y

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

'

wonian-KHtt-

,

eiiala

tttriii. Cannot do. harm life
a plraotin-Mil Mr bai
milll, Mold hV
yjjffir' hV0TT CHEMICAL
. ANN & SON.
FOR SALE BY

M.

J0i'fk

-

O. A. SLEYSTER

estatnotary real
PUBLIC.

insurance;

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Clgara and Tobacco, ml
All Kind of Fresh Meat.
tOO North Broadway, corner of Wart
e- lngton avenue, AJbuqaerque, N. K,

Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRB INSURANCE, REAL BSTATB
LOANS.

Automatic phone
Room 10, N. T. Annijo

4B1.

Bulldl.

safety-applianc-

j

e,

x,
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X

Mr.
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Hit
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L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed end orated; gaM
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. Boat)
Third street.

A

i I

(

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts. Ltc.
Harness & Saddles,

yiHuL

fr

.

Arena

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

Year of Blood.
in Time of Peace.
The y. ar HKI3 will long be
In ihe first months of the Russian
bered In the home of P. N. Tacket of Jaoanese war wo had n. strlklne ci
Ky.. as a year of blood: emple of the necessity for preparation
Alliance.
Prlc
which (lowed so copiously from Mr. and the early advantage of those who,
60c & $1.00
OUGKS and
Tacket 's lungs that death seemed very so to stieak, "have shingled their roofs
LOS
Fret Trial.
near. He writes: "Severe bleeding in dry weather." The virtue of prepSurest and Quickest Cure for all from ihe lungs and a frightful cough aration has made history and given to
had brought me at death's door, wuoii us our greatest men. The Individual
THROAT and IAJNQ TROUBI began taking Dr. King's New Dis- - as well as the nation should be pre
LES, or HONEY BACK.
covery for Consumption, with the aa - .par,.(
any emerency.
Are you
tonlshlnK result that after taking four prepared to successfully combat the
Dr. jVilliums Indian Pile
A cold can be
Mhtniunt will curt It nil, homes I was completely restored and first cold you take?
lilectiiiur
and Jvcliin as tinu
has proven permanently cured niii-quickly when treatmore
M-ulisoriis
tuiuurti,
Piles. Ii
the
cured." Guaranteed fur sore lungs, ed as soon as it lias been contracted
uUuy
tie Jtchiusati'MK-.urtcoughs ana colds, ut all druggists. and before it has become settled In
g a DouiLlre. ir'vrfi liiKiunt re
- Dr. TA illiuniN 'lnilmn rile Din
Price 'in
and $1. Trinl bottle the system.
Cough
b liefChamberlain's
tnent WDrnurfU for Pile ami Jufree.
Kemi'dy is famous for its cures of
Id? of (he private purl. Every box
y niiit l (in
" uri i ii (" i. jv uriiL'iri-"colds and it should be kept at hand
C(.(.,t of .iri(.,, M CvnX9 oml
WILLIAMS
MM.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM ready for instant use. For sale by u It
m.mir al Un Nli I'l.. iTon. ru vAiatui.
druggists.
BREAD and take no other.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON
i

T(r

Corntr rir$t Strut and

coocococcooc
VISIT21 aOUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREtT
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Engineer Itell has built many other
both western and eastern roads and
has held important positions In the
engineering departments
f h number of roads.

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovory

A TICKET

.

SHOULD

WITH

At

Paso to Santa Rosa some years ago
and it was from his location survey
through tho mountains In the difficult
section of country between Carrizozo
and San'a Rosa that the present line
of what Is now the eastern division of
1he El Paso & Southwestern
was

One of the baggage cars which
went through here this morning on

AND

RIO ARRIBA DEMOCRATS

BUILDER OF THF
E. P. & N. E. AT EL PASO.
Ksgineer J. L. Hell. 'inn millrtrr of
the El Paso and Northeastern railroad, and one of the best known civil
engineers in the country, is at El
Paso from New York.
Engineer Hell made the first through
survey for the Northeastern from El

l.i.c, t.i.nr.1 In fh.i WTPl;
WWoui suffered a broken h g in'nr
thi.,1,
in,.., (...ii.imr iriuti llw. Itntt- pital the bone has failed ! knit and
will have to be broken and resi t.

KILL the COUGH

'

NAME

MEN

ARMORY ROBBED BY
LAS VEGAS NEGROES
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
of the New Mellco Nationnl Guard.
has been notified that two negroes now
under arrest In Las Vegas, recently
broke Into the armory of Troop A,
New Mexico National Guard, and stole
considerable government property. He
will probably make a personal inves

tigation of the loss. In the interim
he has ordered that all property of
Troon A be turned in to tne com
manding officer for checking. It Is
estimated that there are enough sad
dles, guns, pistols, uniforms and other
government property, scattered among
the troopers and former members of
Troop A to fit out a whole Bouadron
of cavalry.
All this property Is or
dered returned to the armory at once
or arrest will follow. The two ne- goes. accused of perpetrating the re
cent robbery were bound over to await
r
homeseek-eof
detachment
The last
the action of tho next grand Jury
passea They gave their names as Thomas
trains for California
through the city last night and this Simpson and Charles Brown. Both en
morning. It Included four trains, tered pleas of not guilty.
Nos. 1. and four trains, Nos. 7, each
from nine to
of them containing
DOING THEIR DUTY.
twelve cars and each car was loaded
to suffocation. The last No. 7 did Scores of Albuquerque Readers Are
Learning the Duty of the
not reach here until 9:30 o'clock this
Kidney.
morning.
To filter the blood Is the kidneys'
Circulars issued by General Man
ager J. E. Hurley of the Santa Fe duty.
When they fall to do this the kidrailway announce the appointment of
neys are sick.
M. J. Drury, master mechanic at Ra
Backache and many kidney Ills folton, to be mechanial superintendent
low :
of the Santa Fe at La Junta, succeed
Urinary trouble, diabetes.
lng C. M. Taylor, who leaves the serDoan's Kidney Pills cure them all
vice of the company. The change Is
our
people endorse
Albuauernue
effective November 1.
claim.
Mrs. W. C. Wood (W. C. Wood, em
According to information from per
sons familiar with Pennsylvania rail ployed in the Santa Fe railroad saops)
road affairs. James McCrea. first vice residence 720 South Broidway, nays
"When on a visit to Fall River,
president of the Pennsylvania lines
west of Pittsburg, has been picked Mass., I learned that Doan's Kidney
out to succeed A. J. Casdatt as pres Pills had been a household necessity
railroad In that city for years. Naturally
ident of the Pennsylvania
when a person has backache them
when Mr. Cassatt shall resign.
selves and friends, acquaintances and
relatives continually insist that
Col. W. S. Hopewell was a passea
be tried, you
for, Santa, Fe this morning. The pal'ticularlv remedy shall
at last consent to take a course of the
lled
'
NewA1Jor rn treatment. I used Doan's Kidney Pills
"'"tiers pertaining to
an aggravated at
Quo Eautern railway before returning and thev stopped
tack of backache, only one of many
to Albuquerque.
w hich have occurred In the past. When
1
came west I brought with me
J. C. McNulty has resigned as night
Pills
policeman of Las Vegas and left for dozen boxes of Doan's Kidney
extensively
Point Richmond, Calif , where he has long before they were so
as at present.
been offered the position of master known m New Mexico
have not the slightest hesitation In
mechanic of the Santa Fe shops at Ipublicly
stating that I know from ex
that place.
perknee as well as observation that
I). S, Young has resigned as con- this remedy can be absolutely depend
ductor on the Albuquerque Traction ed upon In all cases of kidney comcompany's lines and will likely ac- plaint causing backache, lumbago, or
cept the position of watchman for the other symptoms which follow in th
wake of that far too prevalent annoy
Santa Fe at Isleta Junction.
ance."
For sale bv all dealers. Price 50
Mrs. J. B. Cabin and children, family of Bill Clerk Cavin of the local cents. Foster- - Milburn Co.. Buffalo,
Santa Fe office force, left this morn- New York, sole agents for the I'nited
ing on a visit to relatives at Kansas States.
Remember the name Doan's and
City.
take no other. 12.
Conductor Deering, of the Grand
Canyon line, passed through the city
this morning en route for Chicago.

Vehicles
.AND

salve Is also Invaluable for sore nip
ples. Itching piles and skin diseases.
For sale by all druggists.

irt-- r

J
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FOUNDREWS

The Pecos Valley & Northeastern
Railway company has tiled suit in the
district court atRoswell against Rob-- I
ert O. Ingersoll, a ticket scalper.
Plaintiff asks for 16,500 damages and
for an injunction prohibiting defendant from "scalping" railroad tickets
on their line. It is the first suit of
this character that has ever been
filed at Roawell, and the outcome will
interest
be watched with Intense
The case will be heard next Monday.

'

meetings of
Annual stockholders'
the New Mexico Town company and
the Rto Grande Iand company, auxiliary concerns of the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railway company,
were held yesterday morning In tho
directors' room at the First National
bank of Santa Fe.
The meetings were of a more or
less perfunctory nature to comply
with the law. Practically all of the
stock la both companies was represented by proxies in the hands of R.
K. Twltchell, assistant solicitor
for
the railroad and Its secondary com- panles in New
Mexico.
The old
boards of directors were
and the old officers In turn were reelected Wy the directors, who met immediately after the stockholders' session adjourned.
The efflcers are the same in both
companies, as follows: President, J.
R. Hsrley; secretary treasurer, K. .1.
Copcii; assistant secretary treasurer,
R. J. Palen; assistant secretary, I.. C.
Demlng; comptroller, D. 1,. Gallup; general auditor, W. E. Ilailey.
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor of the
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway cempany, and R. E. Twitchell,
his assistant, were the only outsiders
present. They ert immediately after
the meeting for I as Vegas The oulv
others present were Major' Palen and
Robert C. Gortner

BOTH
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Wash your hands with warm water,
dry with a towel and npply Chamberlain's Salve just, before going to bed.
and a speedy cur Is certain. This

No. 7 contained no less than seven
canines. While the train stopped the
from
mournful walls which floated
the door of the car attracted a num- ber of persons who were curious to
know the cause. Most of the dogs
were fox terriers, but there were ev-- I
eral spaniels among them. The fox
terriers made the most disturbance.
All of tho animals were well bred.
They were polni? to Ixis Angeles.

I

And Elect Directors and

....

VOTE

h

district.
Pedro Duran, for county commissioner, first district.
Isabel Martiner.. for county commia-sloner- ,
second district.
.Inan dc J. Duran. for probate JihIkp.
Toman Trejo, for probate clerk.
Chsrlra A. Dnpirptt. for sheriff.
.1 nan
D. Atenclo, for assessor.
Teodncio Trujillo. for trenstirer.
Hercmlano Martinez, for superintendent of schools. ,
No nomination haw as yet
been
ninrte for surveyor.

celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
vs
to suit all.

irt-,- r

dls-trlc- t.

Burtolnm

If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the

nTlZEX.

h

the, houRe

Are Coming

EVENING

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House
315 South 8econd Street
HOW ABOUT THAT
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
RANGE OF YOURS? One Block From Depot and Two
Are you sure It Is la good work
Blocks From Pottofflce,
ing order, and will cook your Thanks
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
giving dinner properly?. Better be sure
and have it looked ovr. Range work
Is our Bpeclalty, and one will have
to be in mighty bad condition It we
cannot make It nearly as good as new
INSURANCE.
Drop a postal to us, as a little pre
Secretary Mutual Building Msoai
vention in time may save you and
your Thanksgiving dinner
dire tlon. Office at 217 West tfl!m-

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

from

disaster.

avenue.

If you want results in aave
try an Evening Citizen want

ti.-iu-tj

tx
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Its Location
21 MILES SOUTH OV
X. SI., AT THE JUNCTION OP THE- MAIN
LEADINO
LINK OF THE SAXTA FE SYSTEM
KANSAS
KAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY. GALVESTON AND I'OINTS EAST TO SAN
FIUNC1SCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.OliO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OlTT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL I.AKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL

DELEN IS

-

PEOPLE; SEVERAL IARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROIJ.EU
MILK CAPACITY 130 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SiillTlNG POINT FOR
WOOL. FIH'R. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
ITS IV I'ORTANCR,
IX CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
AS A CHEAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
TliL NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

aoac aoacacrc-iosoototcoofc
oaoaoaoaoaoaooaoc aoaccoaca
a

TO BELEN,

COME

i

Itfl.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

.

Kaoaaaoaaoaaoaaoaaaoa

A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE IXITS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
OUR

The Belen Town and

Im-

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

ONE-THIR-

D

S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

PRICES

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI'S AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

SeCy.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

last spring

They
keie

the Instep and give comfort to the loei They show to ndvantthe beauty of your foot and Blnple you out aa being up to date.

rt

yesterday.

-

is used In
Only reliable tnalerlals and the best workmnnshlp
Ihvlr construction, and therefore they wear well and hold their
,
shape. Our prices are very reasonable.
'

2 50.

$2 25.

Shoes.......

Box Calf

Men'

Men's Satin Calf Shoet
Women's Patent Kid Shoe.
Women' Vici Kid Shoe

$3 00.

Women'

SI 50

Soet

Shoe

Dongola

S3 7." Si 00
S3 00, S3 50 S i 00
$2 50. S3 00. S3 50
SI 75. $2 23 82 50
$3 50 $4 00. S3 00
$2 50 S3 00. S3 50
$175 S2 00 S2 25

$3-50-

Men". Vici Kid Shoei

$2 25.

. . .

.

SI

for Boy and Girl

SAUCES

o

OO

S2 50

AND CONDIMENTS.

n

wTien purchased at F. K. Trotter'
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we Always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

8FSF.

F. TROTTER

inos. 118 and 12d South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Tfi3

Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History

We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of in order to make
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
WATCHES, 8TERLING
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
or Albuquerque.

The

Hickox-Maynar-

New Mextco's
Bond In Your

Leading
Wmtchmm

Jewelers

tor Ropalrm
SOUTH SECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

lf

Co.

d

HARDWARE

PollceniHn Salaar, who ha been ou
the sick list the past six weeks, .is
twain on duty.
Visitors from the Cal ital City today
include F. C. McContu II. M. V. While
and K. V. Barnett.
Mrs. M. K. Wylder of West Ilillroad
avenue has returned from u pleasure
trip to the Znnl mountains.
repub-liraDon't forget the big open-ai- r
meeting tomorrow nlslit at the
corner of Railroad avenue and Second
street.
Thos. Corkery, Jr.. a young lawyer
from Toledo, Ohio, left, on the limited
today for Gallup, where he will hang
out his shingle.
Everybody Invited to attend the
open air meeting of the republicans
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
Second street tomorrow night.
John Lee Clarke of the rtenhum Indian Trading company, returned on
the flyer yesterday from a visit In , the
east. Mrs. Clarke accompanied him.
The loys of the Learnard & l.lnde-manband are requested to bo at
the music store Sunday afternoon at
2 o'clock to have their pictures taken.
of
P. H. Rhodes, superintendent
Pullman service on the western lines
of the Santa Fe, with headquarters
here, has returned from a business
,
trip east.
O. B. Halllday and family or Palmyra, Mo., nave decided to locate in the
Duke City. They have been stopping
at the Savoy hotel preparatory to selecting a house.
A still alarm caljed the fire department to the Santa Fe station shortly
after noon today to extinguish a fire
In a box car standing opposite the depot. The fire was easily subdued.
Ed. Gertlg and family have returned
from a three months sojourn In California. Mr. Gertlg went tu California
with a view of locating, but he found
no place that suited him as well as
Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McQuade and
children have
t the city for San
Diego, Cal. They will be absent from
Albuquerque for pome! line and will
visit till the principal cities of the Pacific coast.
jMis8 Mae Coleman, who was the
guest of Mrs. W. H. Halm for several
days, left this morning for her home
at Chicago. Mls Coleman stopped off
here while returning home from a
visit to California
Attorney Amado Chaves has now
become located in Albuquerque. His
family came down from Santa Fe yesterday and have taken a home at 1109
Kent avenue. Mr. Chavea has secured
bank
offices in the First National
building.
Dr. F J. Patchln and family are
now domiciled at their new home. Ni".
207 North High street. It is a haud-somnine room residence, was erected recently by Mr. Worth and is one
of the most convenient homes cu the
Highlands.
Auton Mayer, the wheel horse of
office, Socorro, U in the
city today on business. He says Socorro county will give a big majority
legislative and
for the republican
county candidates.
He will return
south tonight.
So great has 'been the demand for
equipment on the Santa Fe the past
few days that some of the trains
brought into service in the last of the
homeseekers' run carried cars that
are celics of the earliest days of
the Pullman company.
Mrs. John Becker, Jr., of Helen, was
in the city between trains this morning while going to Trinidad, Colo., for
a two weekB' visit to her parents. Mrs.
Bfcker will be remembered by many
as Miss Stella Smith, one of the most
popular young ladles of Trinidad.
The ball give at Colomlnj hall last
night by the ladles of Temple Albert
was not as largely attended us It
might have been had the weather
been more peasant. However,, many
tickets had been sold and the proceeds were very satisfactory.
C. V. Safford, the traveling auditor
of the territory, came down from Santa Fe last night to appear as a witness
in the caseof the State Life InsurInd
ance company of Indianapolis,
against J. U. Rutherford, tlw company's former New Mexico manager.
A regular meeting of G. K, Warren
Post No. 5, (i. A. It., will be held in
evening.
I. O. O. F. liall tomorrow
November 3, at 7:30 o'clock. A good
attendance is desired. Visiting comrades always welcomed. J. G. Caldwell, I C, W. W. McDonald, adjutant.
Eugene McHugU has returned from
spending the summer at his home at
Muskegon, Mien, Mr. MHugi sp-- nt

STREET.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

e

Waste Fuel

No

The Wilson Hot Plaet Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
. coal and every bit of gas.
There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
'
than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER
;

and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 36 hours.

:

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS
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Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AYE.

Cut Olaaa, Cl.wka, Silverware.
SQUARE DEAL.
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We Invite
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Rubber hoot and rubber shoes in
all sizes for men, women and children. Also Felt Shoes and Slippers,

We are agents for this celebrated s.line for men in
city.
The yood dresser appreciates the style, workmanship and wearing qualities of this well known shoe
$5.50 and $6.00.
Try a Pair.
Walkover Shoes $3.50 and $4.00
rinyree Shoes $4.00 and $5.00.

OF
KINDS
ALL
SAUSAGE
CHEESE OF ALL KINDS.
THE JAFFA GROCFRY CO
"Good Things to Eat."

,.r

HV3j& (UJ
&
NORTH FIRST STREET
s

STEEL RANGES

f4 4 4

4 44 4

f4 4 4 4 4

4- -

4

$18.00 aild

auage

UP

4 4 4

Mm

articles
IN

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

TWIE

AT MALOY'S.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

siring lessons address general
ery, city.

a

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

o

MUSIC LESSONS..
Prof. N. DIM a tiro, the
gives lessons on the violin and man
dolin. Guaranteed
to be the lies'
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone de

Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

Oak,

National

and

deliv-

Peninsular

Healing Stoves.

'A SINGLE FACT IS WORTH A
SHIPLOAD OF ARGUMENT" AND A
SINGLE
SEALSHIPT OYSTER IS
WORTH A PAGE OF ADVERTISE
TRY ONE THEN YOU'L
MENTS.
TRY A PINT AND NEVER TRY
ANY OTHER KIND.
TODAY WE
HAVE
BLUE
POINTS, DIRECT
FROM GREAT SOUTH BAY, LONG
ISLAND; COCKTAIL OYSTERS, DI
RECT FROM
VIRGINIA; COUNTS
DIRECT FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY.
SAN JOSE MARKET.

COAL

o

Iff

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,
J7! The Largest Hardware, House in the Southwest

DOC - WAI4

FOR RENT OR SALE ROOMING
HOUSE, FURNISHED
COMPLETE.
A BARGAIN CALL 214 WEST GOLD.

JACK

PLUMBERS A NO
TINNERS

Btroot
tie.403,tir.Northouthrirrirmt
401,
ftroot

113.

HONEY

Agent:

Winchester Arms and Ammunition,
Hercules Pswder and High Enploslves.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ten pounds of the best extracted
can for $5.
intiey, fi. Sixty-pounOrder bv postal. W. P. Allen, Ilox 22
City.
d

HALL EVERY

URDAY NIGHT.
LADIES FREE.

SAT

ADMISSION

Im

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
ORCHAR.1
SEEDLESS
APPLE"
AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

401

4

&0c.

WE WILL HAVE SOME BAR
GAINS IN OUR WINDOW FOR TO
MORROW ONLY. COME AND SEE
US. J. W. ANDERSON . CO.
We do it right. ROUGH DRY.
perial laundry Co.

3

ITS

DANCE!

DANCE!

DANCE!
AT COLOMBO

man's Exchange,

4- -

5c, 10c & 15c

STOVES

aSl'..!.".!

West Railroad

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

a pub:;

t4

COLOMBO

HALL

(amission 50c

i

ORM the aristocracy among oysters
Ui?"-
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No others equal them in delicacy

i- -

of flavor or in the purity of their
white meat. They demand higher prices,
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the

I
t
t

AW

United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by. the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.

NORTHPORT SELECTS
delicacy of flavor and plump, white jueat ;
These oysters closely resemble the Blue Tolnt in their Long
Inland instead of the south shore, the
from
come
shore
north
the
of
and
larger,
but are much
Point.
Blue
home of the
is
Northport Selects are ued by all the best hotels and restaurants where a large oysterNational
u nd are considered to be without a peer in their own class. These oysters are of the
Oyster Carrier Company's own raising.
a condt ion
We use the Sealshipt Carriers, tso that we receive them al our store in as perfect
the
sell.
leave
'bey
as when

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

BLUE POINTS

rooo

AT THK

4 4

col

AND

25c

4

4-- 1

.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

FOR A BREAKFAST FOOD TRY
PEARLS OF WHEAT, FOUND ONLY

avenue.

44

$15 to $35
$12 to $35

. .

.

H. S. & M. Overcoats

Our Thanksgiving turkeys will arrive Tuesday, November 27. We
guarantee thai there will lie no finer
stock in the market. Kilted and
picked on the farm. No packing
or commission house goods in ours.
THE MAZE.
Wm, Kieke, Propr.

home-cooke-

4

Suits

Between Railroad and Ceppmr Ave.

sweet, gherkins, stuffed mangoes and
relish. The Monarch Grocery Co.
o
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
2 lbs. fresh ginger snaps
15c
1
20c
pint jar of strained honey
2."C
2 pkgs. of Force
Large like, of Oat Flakes
2oc
"Diadem," our i;ew brand of butter, is the best that can be made
3i'c
price Joday
3 pkgs. of tapioca
25c
Eagle milk per can
15c
I0c
New currants per pkg
2 cans' of corn
15c
ortc
Macaroni, per pkg
3 cans of mustard
23c
sardines
1
bottle of pickles, 1 bottle of
catsup and I bottle of chow

Give us your ROUftH DRY work.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday-imperia- l
Ijuindry Co.
o
The Woman's Exchange U Ure only
place In the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pic baked on paprus pie plates. Wo-

4

H.S.&M.

115-11- 7

We now have new dills, sour and

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
YOUR FAMILY
CLOTHE
FOR S1
PER WEEK.

K. I.. W WUit'KN Co

e,

It Will Pay You to Trade With

Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Ijinn- dry Co.

tli is

There are so many reputable lines of clothing nowadays that there is no excuse for any man gettiug the
worst of it. providing ha uses common-sensand does
not try to get something for nothing.
Vet a man Isn't to be blamed for having flatlion-fake- d
clothes foisted on him at least, for the first, time.
If It happens the Bccond time, it's his own fault, because
we have told how such a large percentage of clothes are
given "selling shape" with the flatiron. Instead of by
careful needlework because the latter Is cheaper.
If you want assurance that your' clothes aro going
to give you constant gratification, and hold their shape
and retain their original style, then we invite you to try
one of our H., S.
M. Suits or Overcoats.

Coal and Coke

DRESSED TURKEYS
DRESSED DUCKS
SPRING CHICKEN
HENS

WE HAVE SECURED THE PRIVI
LEGE OF SELLING THE SEALSHIPT OYSTERS. NONE BETTER.
ALL OYSTER, NOT ICE WATER. J.
W. ANDERSON A CO.

Stetson Shoes

heard nowadays itbour cloll
we have contributed our share toward the
discussion, and perhaps a little more.
is

MICH

Best American Block
$6.50
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
9.50
overgaiters and leggings at C. May's Larger Sizes
, . 6.00
shoe store. 314 West Railroad avenue. Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load
$2.25
Pears, apples, peaches, grapes, ba- Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
nanas, etc.. at the Monarch today.
Factory Block, per load
3.00
Also Native Stov Wood and Kindling
GOOD THINGS TO EAT.
in aii sizes.
Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416
FOR SATURDAY.

chow

1901

Quality Question

CO.

FRESH SHRIMP
FRESH OYSTERS
SMOKED SALMON

2.

....ON THE....
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H. HAHN

NOVEMBER

Where We Stand

i

Ke.
Max H. Montoya of San Antonio,
N. M., transacted business In the city

'

Mena Patent Colt Shoet

to the Puke City

-

monthly, keep (he heel from slipping up and down,

fit

I.

Mrs, W. K. Iiim- ha returned from
a pleasant visit to friends at Santa

tup-po-

YOU

""

Heed is in from Las Vegas.
Vegas Is
A. A. Harnisn of Lh

Stylish Shoes

s

M'ftitosh-Brown-

PERSONAL
among the visitor
today.

may think jou can get
fast field
along rery well withduring
the
out
for the
nllnn hut If
yon
,,ni,e
seawill
l1,,st
of
ball
consider a moment you will
"'
early part
realUp that with
son."
thoroughly good
Harrison,, who. recently plunu !n your home there Is musical
Rev. A.
enjoyment
you
for
without end.
resigned s pastor of St. John's EpisA good
copal church, left this morning for twice tis piano will make your home
attractive, provide unlimited
Alamosa Colo, where he will occupy pleasure for
you
your Mends, bethe pulpit of the St. Paul Episcopal sides furnishing and
a safe Investment
church on Sunday. Rev. Harrison ex- that has little depreciation
because of
pects to r ' ti home on Monday even- the high reputation
each make we sell
ing.
enjoys.
The commission appointed to place
Isn't It a mistake to pdt off owna value on the lind condemned in the ing a piano any longer, especially
southern part of the city for railroad when there Is no reason under the
yard purposes held a meeting yester- sun for the delay?
day and will hold another tonight. The
hy should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
land ha" been viewed by expert witnesses and a filial decree will be found have told you again and again that
liy Uie'romniisslon within a few days. payments may be arranged to meet
of any
At the First Methodist church this your wishes. Not because
evening oecurs the annual church re- donbt about the quality of the piano
union and home social, to which t very you 'may select, for that Is guaranteed
iui'ch and congrega- by s.
member ol
If there Is any other reason we
Some music, some
tion is expected.
other pleasant exercises- in charge of don't know of it, and If you will come
the lad! s" aid society are promised and In and tell us whnt It is we believe
we will be able to clear the difficulty
a genuinely pleasant evening.
On Hallowe'en night some of Albu- aaj'.
When you next go shopping why
querque's mischievous kids took away not can nere ana
select the piano tnat
from the rear of the postofflce build suits yon?
ing a small wagon used by
Frank
Awaiting your call we are
Dronson In trans, orting the huge bulk
Very respectfully,
subscription
from
mall
The
of ontsiile
LEARNARD & UNDEMANN,
Evening Citizen office to the postof-fic- e.
"Ofi Wast (Inl.l Avanuo
I'p to noon today,' the wagon had New Mexico's largest Piano Buyers.
Its
accustomed
not been returned to
place mill Frank stands ready to hand
out sticks of candy to the kids who
&
W.
He promises
will ptuin the wagon.
mmtmtl
mnd
Whofrtal
immunity from prosecution for so
In

be remember' d "s playing a

LOCAL AND

W.

Albuquerque, and will

FRIDAY,

3

0

